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Says Remaining Charges Will Be Revealed When Legal Action Resolved

Curris Releases Eight Charges
Murray State University president
Following is a brief description of desirable administrative change and
Curris said, -it
unrelated to the
Contantine W. Curris today released the charges released by Curris this better controls of
university housing, statutory provision It inci in ipetency •
eight charges preferred against him morning:
acceptable to the standards of the immorality or refusal to or neglect of
by the board of regents Feb. 22 which
• The president has failed to create university.
duty "
were dropped by the regents this past and maintain a harmonious relation• The president submitted options to
Concerning the charge that he spent
Saturday.
ship with administrators of secondary the board of regents for‘their
study excessive funds in furnishini.; the
The regents, on a 6-4 vote, approved and elementary school systems in pertaining to the issue of the
FM radio -Presidential Suite" in the University
the charges against ('urns in an effort Western Kentucky.
frequency in the Owensboro- Center.('urns said:
to oust him from the university
• The president has expended ex- Henderson area, indicating that he
'This charge is. likewise. untrue.
presidency.
cessive funds in the furnishing of the would consult with the board to deterFirst. there is no 'Presidential Suite'
Following a 10-hour closed session Presidential Suite in the new Univer- mine its wishes before any final
action iii the University Center and secondly.
Feb. 21-22, the regents preferred 14 sity Student Center.
was taken. Instead, he acted without the president neither expended nor
charges against Curris. Attlie March
• The president has offended and their consent and approval in
taking directed any expenditures of funds in
14 meeting,the eight charges released alienated members of' the Murray final action, abandoning the
request this building."
today were dropped and three others State University Alumni Association for the frequency.
Corns said the "establishing of
added, making a total of nine charges by effecting a transfer of Alumni
In response to the charge concern- priorities for turnishing the building
to be heard at a hearing before the Association funds into the Murray
was determined not by the president
board March 28.
State University Foundation, of which ing the relationship with area secon- but
by a committee consisting of Mr.
Characterizing the dropped charges he is the chief executive officer, not dary and elementary schools, Curris
George Pavelonis, interior designer
as "petty, straw-grasping and accountable to the board of regents or said:
SENIOR CITIZENS DONATION - Rickey Latimer, left, chairman of the
"This is a false charge. I am very for the university, and Mrs. Jean
frivolous," Curris said "the remain- to the Alumni Association, thus taking
Hamra and Mr. Drane Shelly of our
fund-raising committee of the Fraternal Order of Police, and Teresa Farr,
ing six charges from Feb. 21-22 plus control of said funds from the Alumni proud of the excellent working relaFOP secretary, present a $500 check to Tripp Thurman, center, director
tionship that Murray State University purchasing department.
the three new charges preferred,once Association's elected officers.
"Once again." turns added,"there
has developed with the elementary
of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens. The proceeds are from
again on a 6-1 vote, are likewise nit• The president handled the $250,000
is no connection with this purported
the sale of the FOP calendars. Thurman said the money will be used to
picking and petty and do not entail bequest from the James L. Hurley and secondary school systems in West
charge and any incompetency, imfurther senior citizens programs which are receiving government cutmatters of substance."
Estate in such a manner as to alienate Kentucky and with both the teachers morality
or neglect of duty on the part
Curris. who has filed suit against certain members of the Hurley family and administrators of those
backs.
of the president."
the board of regents in Calloway Cir- and other potential donors to the systems."
Curris defended the alleged
Curtis outlined cooperative efforts,
cuit Court, said he would make the re- University by refusing to permit
transfer of Alumni Association funds
maining charges public, along with potential donors to designate Icical in- past and present, with area school
to the MSU foundation by pointing out
his response to them, as soon as the stitutions of their choice as the place systems and said:
'Since the efforts to oust me illegal- that the action was unanimously aplegal issues are resolved.
of deposit for their gifts.
ly' began on Feb. 7, I have received proved by the executive council of the
The regents hearing on the charges
• The president has taken steps
numerous letters of support from alumni association on Sept. 7,1974.
begins at 8 a.m.,Saturday, March 28.
toward an unjustified elimination of
The investments committee was
In a prepared statement to the the geography major at the universi- school people representing 14 different school districts in West Ken- established by the board of regents
media, Curtis today said:
ty, through a systematic course of
Aug. 2, 1974, Curris said, adding that
"... all these charges have been conduct over the past several years tucky."
Sid Easley, district judge of he has no plans at this time to run for
"these investment decisions were
He
said
those
letters
would
be
made
trumped up at great expense to the contrary to the recommendations of
Calloway and Marshall counties, an- political office.
based upon the sound management
available for review by the media.
"The people of both Calloway and taxpayers in order to oust the presi- the dean, department chairmen and
nounced this morning that he does not
"Not only is this charge untrue," concept of 'bidding' funds out in
Marshall counties have been very dent as part of a power play to other professionals closely associated
plan to seek re-election to that office.
$100,000 denominations to the highest
Easley, who is serving his first term supportive of the new court system wrongfully sieze control of the univer- with the program.
bidder, rather than following the old
sity."
•
The
president
has
failed
to
mainas district judge of the 42nd Judicial during the past three years," Easley
'political' process in Kentucky of plactain
a
harmonious
relationship
District, previously served two terms said. "Everyone in local government
ing dollars in 'friendly' banks."
between the university and the comas county attorney of Calloway Coun- connected with the system has gone
"To my knowledge," Curris said, -the
munity
of
Murray
and
Calloway
Coun'beyond the call of duty' in facing the
ty.
only Kentucky financial institutions
ty, which situation is detrimental to
"This decision has not been an easy difficulties involved in launching the
not favorably impressed by this acboth
the
university
and the communione for me," Easley said, adding that system."
tion were two banks, one in Benton
ty.
many factors entered into his deciEasley,40, is the son of the Rev. and
and one in Elkton."
• The president has failed to
sion. "However, at this stage in my Mrs. Johnson Easley of Murray. He is
WINGO, Ky nAP)- A committee
See CURR1S,
- demonstrate positive management, that oversees
life and my career, it appears to be married to the former Melissa Henry
the loan pool for a
A general meeting of the Calloway
Page 12, Column 5
of Jonesboro. Ark., and they have two County unit of the American Cancer
the best road to take."
Department of Housing arid Urban
Easley said he intends to enter the children - Eric, 11, a student at Mur- Society will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Development grant has comnutted
private practice of law when his term ray Middle School, and Don, 9, a stu- Wednesday, March 18, in the
$90,000 to a Tennessee man who plans
g
H
expires in December. He also stated dent at Carter Elementary School.
to put a clothing manufacturing plant
Mississippi Room of the University
in the west Kentucky town.
Center at Murray State.
A total of $30,000 in funds were
Items tentatively scheduled for the
FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Health of- released immediately by the loan
meeting include setting dates for the
1981 annual fund drive and ficials in Kentucky and Tennessee committee last week so Glenn Harris
have agreed tb provide reciprocal of Leapwood Manufacturing could
establishing this year's goal.
Jackie M. Kelly, 30, 736 Nash St.,
All local unit members ari,i anyone emergency' ambulance service to purchase three buildings in the was arrested Monday for shoplifting
interested in joining the unit or residents of the two states' borderline downtown Wingo business district. two pairs of shoes, valued at $20.47, at
and the remainder of the $90,000 was the Big K Department Store, accorassisting with the drive is urged to at- counties, including Calloway County.
The agreement will allow licensed committed.
tend the meeting.
ding to a Murray Police Department
ambulance units from either state to
The $90,000 was committed to Har- spokesman.
cross the border if ambulance ser- ris on the conditions that he build las
Kelly was charged with theft by
Bill Phillips, Murray city attorney,
vices are needed.
plant in Wingo and operate it there for unlawful taking under $100, a Class I
has announced his intention to file for
The agreement will affect 16 Ken- five years. He would be forgiven 20 misdemeanor,the spokesman said.
district judge of the 42nd Judicial
tucky and 14 Tennessee counties.
percent of the $90.000 for each of the
According to police reports,
T. L. Eckerdt has filed for Calloway
District which includes Calloway and
Kentucky has similar agreements five years he operates the plant, with employees observed
taking the
County
magistrate
of District Four, with Illinois and West Virginia.
Marshall counties.
the entire $90,000 forgiven after five shoes from a display Shelf and putting
according
to
county clerk Marvin
Phillips, who has been in private
In addition to Calloway', Kentucky years.
them in her purse. They stopped her
Harris.
law practice for 19 years and has
counties included in the agreement
If Harris, who is brother-inlaw of before she could leave the store, the
Others who have filed for that are Allen, Bell, Christian, Clinton, Wingo Mayor Charles Shelby, is suc- reports continued.
acted as city prosecutor for 10 years,
magisterial district include Charles Cumberland, Fulton, Graves. Logan. cessful in obtaining additional financhas served as chairman of the
A Big K official said there have
Coleman, Jim D. Irby, Jamie Potts, J. McCreary, Monroe, Simpson, Todd, ing for construction of a building, pur- been about five shoplifting
Murray-Calloway County Transit
incidents
H."Josh" Tabers Sr. and Dan Miller, Trigg, Wayne and Whitley.
System, chairman of the Murraychase of machinery and opeting at the store in the last couple of weeks.
Calloway County Senior Citizens, and
capital, the plant would hire about 100
Police said that any persons aradvisor to the Murray Planning Comto 125 people.
rested for shoplifting are fingermission.
Harris currently operates a printed and have mugshots taken
The Murray High girls basketball team won its semi-final
"I have the greatest admiration for
manufacturing plant in Adamsville. which will be kept in a permanent
game Monday night and will play for the regional championship tonight
our court system and will work to
Tenn.
•
police file.
against
Marshall County there. Stories and pictures are on Page 10,
keep it honest, fair, and available to
who
all
need its services," Phillips
stated. "Availability means opening
the doors and taking the court
One Section-16 Pages
facilities to the people.
Mostly sunny breezy and
Bill Phillips
Aces
3
"I will not condone plea bargains
warmer today with high around
Building Page
5
with inadequate punishment for con- Murray-Calloway County Children's
60. Becoming mostly cloudy
Classifieds
-14, 15
fessed offenders but will provide star--• Community Theatre, and headed the
tonight with low in the lower
Comics
14
dards of punishment consistent with recent successful fund drive for the
40s. Partly sunny and windy on
Crossword
14
the crime," he said.
Wednesday with high in the low
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Deaths & Funerals
16
Phillips recently instituted a pro50s.
Phillips, who is a trustee of the
Dear Abby
3
gram of free legal services for the South Pleasant Grove United
Dry but cool Thursday and Frilarrott's Galley
4
elderly through the Senior Citizens Methodist Church, is married to the
day and a chance of rain about
Horoscope
14
Center by the use of paralegal former Mickey Volker of Mt.
Saturday.
Local Scene
2 '1
students at Murray State University. Clemens, Mich. They have three
Lake Levels
Opinion
Page
4
He represents Calloway County and children - Robert Phillips, Patricia
Lake Barkley
355.04
Sports
10.11
Murray on the Purchase Area Aging Page, and Billy Phillips, all of whom
Kentucky Lake
355.11
Commission, is president of the reside in Murray.

I Easley Will Not Seek
Re-election As Judge

Funds Given
To Man For
Wingo Store

Cancer Society
Unit To Meet
Wednesday

Kentucky, Tennessee
ree On Reciprocal
Ambulance Service

City Attorney Phillips
Announces Intent To
File For District Judge

Local Woman
Arrested For
Shoplifting

Eckerdt Files For
Magisterial Office

inside today

today's index

4,

mostly sunny

The Wearing Of The Green' Abounds Across Nation

Irish-Americans Honor St. Patrick's Day
By DAVID GREEN
Associated Press Writer
Thousands of Irish-Americans were
parading in New York, Chicago,
Savannah, Ga., and scores of other
cities today in a festive tribute to their
patron, St. Patrick. Cardinal Terrence Cooke urged the celebrators to
be religious, not raucous.
Meanwhile, in California, two snake
races were being held to honor the
saint credited with bringing Christianity to Ireland and driving the
island's snakes into the sea.
For some, St. Patrick's Day is a
chance to raise a cup of good cheer perhaps in the form of green beer. But
Alan I,uks, director of the New York

Affiliate of the National Council on
Alcoholism, said the holiday has
become "an annual orgy of abusive
drinking."
Cooke, speaking at an annual
musical celebration at St. Patrick's
Cathedral on Sunday, urged New
Yorkers to "moderate any grossness
in the spring festival that has been
growing up around St. Patrick's
Day."
The New York parade route goes up
Fifth Avenue, right past the huge, ornate Gothicstyle church. Tens of
thousands of marchers were expected, and more than 2,000 extra
police were on hand.
In Georgia, parades were set in
Atlanta and Savannah, where city of-

(mats contend their march is second
in size only to New York's.
Savannah's parade was to include
18 floats and 38 bands.
"The place is loaded up with people
who just walk, almost like Mardi
Gras," said Jerry Hogan, parade
coordinator.
Dublin, Ga., founded 169 years ago
by an Irishman named Jonathan
Sawyer, had a parade scheduled for
Saturday.
In Chicago, part of today's celebration - led by Mayor Jane Byrne - included turning the Chicago River
green with hundreds of pounds of dye.
St. Paul, Minn., outshines twin city
Minneapolis every St. Patrick's Day
with a much-bigger parade.
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In Denver, the Volunteers of
America were serving 23,000 cornedbeef-and-cabbage meals to the city's
elderly. Cooks started the day with
1,200 pounds of beef brisket, 1,000
pounds of canned potatoes.800 pounds
of cabbage and 3,200 Irish soda bread
biscuits.
Meanwhile, the Newark. N.J., StarLedger reported in today's editions
that President Reagan would name a
New Jersey insurance executive today lobe ambassador to Ireland.
The newspaper said the nominee
would be William McCann, 50, of
Short Hills, president of Foundation
Life Insurance in Chatham. McCann
refused to comment on the report. The
White House also refused to comment.

PREPARING FOR SPRING 7 lack Cochran, a Calloway County road
department employee, makes some improvements on a ditcher of a
county tractor in preparation for the spring cleaning of area drainage
ditches on all roads in the county.
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Robertson PTA Has Meet

Community Happenings

PAGE:

Margaret Franklin. coorThursday, March II
Tuesday, Merril 17
Wednesday • March 18
The attendance banner
Thursday, March 19
Thursday, March lf
Parents looked at the new
dinator of the gifted and
Senior Citizens Centers
Delta Epsilon Chapter of
Martin's Chapel United
was won by the rooms of textbook adoption choices
Profession
Business
and
al
The Producers. ' first
talented program for the
will
be
Methodist
Sigma
open
Theta l'au will meet Women's Club will meet at
as follows Mel Brooks
Sandy Cantrell and Jane for language, spelling, and
Church Women
film, will be
Murray City Schools, was
Hazel and Douglas from 10
Taylor for having the must handwriting
presented by Alpha Epsilon
after the will meet at 7 p.m. at the at 12:30 p.m. in Mason Hall, 6:30 p.m. at the Truingle Inn
the speaker at the meeting of
a.m.
to
2 p.m. with lunch at Rho,
church with Doris Robertson Murray State.
parents present
Career
with
Girl
Young
the
meeting.
national honorary
the Robertson School
Hazel at 11 45 a.m, and at
as president.
to be presented
broadcasting society, at 7
Parent-Teacher Association
Douglas at 12 noon; Ellis and 9
Wadesboro
Homemake
rs
30 p.iii. at the Univerheld on Feb: 24 at the school
Retirees of I.ocal 1068
Club will meet at I p.m, at
Hazel Woman's Club will front 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with sity Center, Murray
Mrs. Franklin spoke of the
State
UAW of the Tappan Comthe home of Gladys Mitchell. have a foreign dish supper at lunch at 12 noon.
University. Admission will
evaluation process and of the
pany and retirees of other
the home of Belinda Elliott.
be $1.
enrichment activities prolocals are scheduled to meet
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
J. N. Williams Chapter of
Mothers Day Out will be at
vided for the children chosen Deagi
4
for a covered dish supper at
Beta
Sigma
Phi
is
scheduled
Departmen
Home
the United Daughters of the
t of the
9 a.m. at the First Baptist
to participate in the gifted
5:30 p.m. at the First Christo
meet
at
7:30
p.m.
at the Church.
Confederacy will meet at Murray Woman's Club will
tian Church.
and talented program, as
L
1 . 30 p.m. at the hunie of Mrs. have a covered dish lun- Ellis Center.
w eil as enrichment activities •
William Major,
cheon at 1 p.m. at the club
Janette Doyle Group of
provided for all of the
Murray TOPS (take off
Distinguished Lecture 'in
•
house.
First Baptist Church will
students in the school system
pounds sensibly) Club will
Business
Administration will
Overeaters Anonymous
By Abigail Van Buren
because of this grant
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
be at 6:30 p.m. in the Univer- meet at 9:45 a.m. at the
will meet at 12 noon on the
church parlor.
Sue Vance discussed play
Center.
sity
Center Banquet Room,
second floor of the Baptist
Temple Hill Chapter No.
day set for May 8. Mary
Murray State University.
Student Center.
511
Order
of
the
Eastern
Star
Carol Poe Group of First
Ryan, principal at RobertJunior horn recital by
will meet at 7:30 p.m at the For information call 762- Baptist Church will
son, discussed the rules for
meet at 7
Charles Thomas Miller,
6196.
Pacers Homemakers Club lodge hall.
p.m. at the home of Mrs
picking up children from
Huntsville, Ala., will be at will
meet at the home of ColDavid Travis.
Robertson and Carter DEAR ABM.: I am a )26-year-old single
Senior tuba recital by
female engineer 8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hal leen Peacock.
Murray Women of the
Schools. She said each working in an oil field. I've worked for the same company Annex, Fine Arts Center
Robert
Walter
Fern,
Calvert
Moose are scheduled to meet
Legion of Mary will meet
visitor must report to the of- for four years and am making a very good living.
Murray State University.
City, will be at 7 p.m. at the
First United Methodist at 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall
fice before going to the When I was new in this business, and insecure in my
Recital Hall Annex, Fine at 10:30 a.m. in the rectory of
meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Men
will
classrooms or removing a position, I was pressured, or you might say, "sexually Ceramics show by Dickie
Arts Center, Murray State St. Leo's Catholic Church.
the social hall of the church.
harassed," by a fellow engineer who was much older than I.
student from the school.
Molly Ross will present a University.
Blandford, Owensboro, and
Knights of Columbus will
Thursday, March 19
Mrs. Ryan also expressed married, and in a position to do me a lot of good and harm) an exhibit in designprogram of Irish and
in the company. He got me alone several times and I had no
her appreciation to the Rev. choice
meet at 7730 p.m. in the
Women of St. John's American folk music at 7:30
except to comply with his wishes,so I did. I never told materials by Bryan Trible,
meet p.m. at the Library Arts
R. E. Rabatin for his fine job anyone. Fortunately,
David Lipscomb College Parish Center, St. Leo's
after a while he stopped bothering me. Henderson, will be at Eagle Episcopal Church will
Anas president of the RobertNow I am involved with another engineer who recently Gallery, Fine Arts Center, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of nex of the Calloway Public Chorus will present a pro- Catholic Church.
son PTA this year.
joined the company. He is more my age, single, and I am Murray State, through Barbara George.
Library.
gram at 7 p.m. in the
Judy Payne, chairman of really in love with him. We haven't advertised the fact that March 19.
After School Bible Club
auditorium of the Seventh
the picture committee, we're seeing each other because we figure the less talk, the
and Poplar Church of Christ. will meet at the First Chrisbettex.
Spring Fling featuring Mr.
reported that a sum of $1,789
tian Church.
My problem 18 that the older engineer has sort of taken the and Mrs. Clean Contest,
was raised to be used at
younger one under his wing, and they have become very sponsored by
Student CounRobertson School.
friendly. I am worried sick that the older engineer will tell
cil for Exceptional Children,
Molly Booth presented the the younger one about what
went on between us.
will be from 5 to 10 p.m. at
new slate of officers for 1981- So far I haven't said anything, and I don't plan
to, btpt I
The Optimist Club of Murray will meet Tuesday, March
e
West
Kentucky
82 as follows:
wonder if that is wise. Should I keep quiet and hopei he
17, at6 p.m. at the Boston Tea Party.
estock and Exposition
Sue Vance. president; doesn't find out? Or should I tell him myself and hope it
nter.
Frank Beamer, head football coach at Murray State
Steve and Susan Sammons, won't make any difference?
University, will be the speaker, according to a club
NOT OK IN OKLAHOMA
first vice presidents; Craig
Murray Assembly No. 19
spokesman who urges all inembers to attend.
and Diane McCrystal, seDEAR NOT OK: What was. was. If the younger Order of the Rainbow for
cond vice presidents; Paula
engineer confronts you about the older one, don't lie. Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
Windsor, secretary; Debbie But for now,
save your confessions for the confes- the lodge hall.
Newell. treasurer.
sional.
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I Optimist Club Meet

Annual style show by
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
be held with luncheon at 12
noon and dessert at 7:30 p.m.
Noon tickets are $.5 and night
tickets are $3.

• ••

PALL IillYiMAN
1
2
EDIVUID AVNER

DEAR ABBY: I am a 39-year-old man who has recently
started dating a very attractive 37-year-old woman. We both
enjoy theater and movies — especially comedies, and that's
the problem. Abby, this lady's laughter attracts a lot of
attention. She doesn't just laugh, she screams and hoots! I
am sure I am not overreacting. When she laughs, people
turn around and look at us.
Murray Optimist Club will
I'm afraid if I ask her to try to hold it down, she will
become self-conscious, and that would spoil the entertain- meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party with Frank
ment for her.
I am a fairly quiet person and dislike being conspicuous. Beamer as guest speaker.
Should I remind this lady that too-loud laughter is
Alcoholics Anonymous will
embarrassing? If it weren't for this one fault, she would be
an ideal companion.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
EMBARRASSED IN MINNEAPOLIS end of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Hearty, explosive laugh- Center.
ter is characteristic of an uninhibited, outgoing
personality — a healthy plus. Furthermore, it's
appropriate to laugh at comedy,so why not accept the Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforlady as she is?
mation call 753-5995 or 435•• •
4385.
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to marry Jeff in a few Singles Class of Seventh
months, but a problem has developed.
and Poplar Church of Christ
I have three cats who are like a part of my family. Jeff
hates them and is jealous of the attention I give them. Now will meet at 7 p.m. at the
he tells me that after we are mamed he doesn't want to see church building.
any cats around the place! Abby, I really do love Jeff, but
I
Willing Workers Class of
just cannot see myself parting with my cats. What should
I
do?
Sinking Spring Baptist
TORN IN TOLEDO Church will meet at the
home of Patsy Neale at 7
DEAR TORN: If you are honestly "torn" between p.m.
Jeff and the cats, you'd be better off with the cats.
Churchwide skating party
• * •
of Memorial Baptist Church
(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off will be from 6 to 8 p.m. at
your chest. For a personal reply write to Abby,
132 Roller Skating of Murray.
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please Cost will be $1.50 per person.
enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.)
Wednesday, March 18
Women of the Oaks Country' dub will have a luncheon
at 12 noon at the club with
Sue Wells and Mary Wells as
Central
chairmen of the hostesses.
Shopprng Center
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Hssr 641 8 Arcadia St
Mon Toes 9:00-600
Wed Thurs-f 9:00-1100
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FABRICS
FOR EVERY
NEED
DRESS
SPORTSWEAR
CHILDEHINS WEAR
FORMAL WEAR
MIENS•BOYS
NIGHT WEAR
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE
UNIFORMS
CRAFT ITEMS
QUILTING
ETC. ETC.

NOT JUST A FEW
SELECTED FABRIC
1'
IEMS
TENS ON SALE THAT
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS!“

LOOK!!

PER YARD OFF

ALL FABRICS

GABARDINE
STRETCH TERRY
WOOLENS—VELOURS
DOUBLE KNITS
VOILES—DENIM
PLISSE —01AN•
COTTON QUILTS
DRESS PRINTS
COOL SHEERS
TRIGGER —LININGS
CORDUROY — FURS
T.SHIRT KNITS
INTERLOCK KNITS
KETTLE CLOTH
COUPE DE VILE
PLUS ALL OTHERS

REG $2 99 YD OR MORE

Reillf%11 AMAIN

United Campus Ministry
luncheon will be at 12:30
p.m. in the Ohio Room,
University Center, Murray.
State, with M. W. Taylor.
director. West Kentucky
State Vocational-Technical
School. as speaker.
Bible sria7-6y Christian
Women's Club of Murray
will be at 9 a.m. at the home
of Mrs. Calvin Morris.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open front 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will
be served et 11:45 a.m. at
Hazel and at 12 noon at
Douglas.

Murray State student
volunteers will be available
in Rooms 226 and 228 of
Stewart Stadium, Murray.
State, to assist students.
elderly citizens and lowincome individuals with the
00-r preparation of their 1980
state and federal income tax
•
returns. There is no charge
r.i•FH for this assistance.
Workshop on "Managetes.,
!VW ment for the Nurse New to
11.02•411

the Management Role" will
be held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Mason Hall. Murray State
University. A fee of $30 with
advance registration is requirts:.
Murray State Racer
baseball team will meet
Vanderbilt at 2:30 p.m. at
Regan Field. Murray State.

Italian
Spaghetti
Special

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!
11111,

PRESENTS CHECK — Linda England, right, ways and
means chairman of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi, presented Judy English, left, service
chairman, a check to be donated to the National
Wildlife Federation in Washington, D. C., following the
chapter's Zimmerman fund-raising print sale of "The
Eagles." With the cooperation from Gladys Blackford
of the Blackford House, the chapter held a reception
for the public to meet Bill Zimmerman for him to sign
any of his prints purchased that day. Anyone interested in purchasing any of the 18 prints remaining
can call Liz Hill, 753-8668, or Marlene Waldrop, 7533384, Each print sells for $20 and contains a free sketch of the racoon.
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WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
Al Home For This Price

Early Spring
Green Value Sale
Ken Holland was in our shop on March 12th, and when he saw how
fast his latest print, "Peace Be Still" sold out, he agreed to
let me
have a few more for those of you who did not get one — but come
\ early — they will not be here long!
We also have some of his boxed note cards and
some of the cards
framed. In addition we have Ken's prints,
"Kentucky Backwoods,"
"If The Shoe Fits," and "Dignity and Poise."
Our "Off The Wall" sale of framed
prints at 1/2 price will continuethrough this week only! These prints
are by Ray Harm, Charles Harper, Wayne Baize, Arthur Singer,
Richard Evans Younger, and by
other well-known artists.

IFor

Si
Yo
Iota
Is TI
Pi

In our Fashion Corner
we have the following:
Gloria Vanderbilt Jeans
$28.00
Gloria Vanderbilt Tops
1/2 Price
A Selection Of Dee Cee Shirts
$3.00
A Selection Of Holiday Dresses
1/2 Price
And Many Pretty Coordinated Groups And Dresses For
Spring.
From our Back Room we have just for you:
All Mobiles
1/2 Price
Irish Coffee Cups
20% Off
Caligraphy With Irish lessings
$8.00
All Jewelry, Cigarette Cases,and Lighters
20% Off
All Wicker Items
20% Off
Potpourri
20c Each
Be sure and watch for our next ad
because Wildlife Artist Charles Frace'is coming
soon to the

The Blackford House
Gallery
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-8301
Hours

930420

Mon Sart

PAI

2
PEF
7-1
MT.
DR.
Mon
Fri
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Melton-Bogard—

Wedding To Be On April 5 THE
Mrs Evelyn Melton of
Nashville, Tenn, formerly
of Parts, announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Catherine Adele,

ACESIRAG CORN, JR

Beware of doubt -- faith
is the subtle chain that binds
us to the infinite
E
Smith

to Gregory Bogard, son of
the late Rudell and Norma
Jean Bogard of Murray.
Miss Melton is also the
daughter of the late Wade
Melton of Paris

Furches-Robinson Weddingsva,
-

M4117111
3.17-A
41.17 5 2
.55
*J162
4.1116
WEST
EAST
•A 8
•K
•KJ10113
•6762
OAK103
06 7 54
•K
•Ji142
SOUTH
4091114113
•Q4
*9
•41 10 7 3

Mr and Mrs Harr) Furches of Murray Route 4 announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of
their daughter, Leslie Ann,
to David Franklin Robinson,
son of the late Sally Ann Gibson of Hazel.
Miss Furches is a 1976
graduate of Murray High
School and a 1980 graduate of
Murray State University
where she was a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority. She is presently attending the University of
Louisville School of Law.
The bride-elect is the
granddaiighter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis H. Paschall of
Murray Route -4 and of Mr.
and Mrs. William R. Furches,604 Poplar Street, Murray,
Mr. Robinson is a 1974
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed
at the Hazel Plumbing Company. He is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Gibson of Hazel.
The vows will be read on
Saturday, May 30, at 2:30
p.m. in the garden of the Blankenship officiating. A
All friends and relatives of
Murray Woman's Club reception will follow ins- the couple are invited
to atHouse with the Rev. Dr. Paul mediately at the club house. tend.

Maternal grandparents of
the bride-elect are Mrs.
Bessie
Shores
of
North thought it doubtful
Brownsville, Tenn., and the
late Euel White of Truman, that he could heat the opposArk. Paternal grandparents ing heart game And it was
are the late Mr and Mrs. even more doubtful that he
could bid on for a make
George Everett Melton of Neverth
eless, the odds go
Paris,Tenn.
with the bidder and today's
Grandparents of Mr. thriller is a good example
Bogard are Mr: and Mrs.
Two young men who will
Kindergarten and grades 1 to 7 of
Eastwood Christian Hayden Bogard of
Murray play for the United States in
School will present their annual
School Night, a program Route 3, and
next year's World ChamVulnerable Roth Dealer
Mrs. Lora
exhibiting the developmental trainin
pionships bid today's North.
North The bidding
g received through Wilkinson and the
late Ew- Southcards
individual classroom instruction,
Jeff Meek on'F'riday, March 20, at ing Wilkinson of
Nerth East Sesta West
Murray.
p.m. at the Eastwood Baptist Church
stroth. Columbus. Ohio
Pass
Pass 2• Dbl
, Highway 94 East.
Miss Melton is a 1977 (North). and Eric
Ftlibl
The public is invited to observe the
24iiitT Pass 3,
Rodwel
l,
educational pro- graduate of Henry
Pass
Lafayet
Pass Pa.
te, Ind bad aggresCounty
gram offered by the school.
4•
Pass Pass 1)bl
High School and graduated sively to reach a four spade
Registration for the fall term will be
Pass
Pass Pa.
held on March 27 in November, 1980,
"save"
that
turned
into
a
from the
and 28.
Opening lead Diamond
Nestle Beauty School. She is make
Four hearts was destined
king
presently attending Murray
for defeat. but North could
State University majoring in not be sure
a big score instead of a
of that By bidgraphic arts.
small one
ding four spades, he was
Mr. Bogard attended Mur- taking out cheap insurance
That's why the odds go
with the bidder If he's
ray High School and is now against a possible game
wrong,
and,
as it actually turned
the price will be
employed by Hudson Trucksmall If he's right, he'll get
out, there might even be an
ing of Murray.
a good score
outside chance to score a
The wedding ceremony
plus
will take place on Sunday,
West led the diamon
Bid with torn
April 5, at 2 p.m. at Russell's king, dropping declare d
r's
South holds 3-17-B
Chapel United Methodist queen, and West now had
Church, located on Highway lead problems Thinking it
050
732 off Highway 94 East from safest to exit with trumps,
•KJ1083
*AK 103
Murray. The Rev. Paul he played the ace and another trump, mashing his
•K 5
Bogard, uncle of the groom- partne
r s king in the
elect, will officiate.
South North
process
1•
1 NT
All friends and relatives of
Declarer won the second
7;47.1iYA
7
7
the couple are invited to at- trump in dummy, a diamond
ANSWER: Three no trump
was ruffed. followed
tend the wedding and recepIt's tempting to jump shift in
SPRING PLEDGES
tion to immediately follow at by the club ace and a club to
diamon
ds, but that risks passdeclare
r's
10
and
West's
Lee Bryan, Amy NoffsTO PRESENT PROGRAM — Mrs.
ing three no trump when Its
Molly Ross will the church.
king West was in lead trouinger, and Krista Thomas.
present a program of folk musk on
the only makable game
ble again and either
Thursday, March
all of Murray, arid Susan
-•
19, at 7:30 p.m. in the Library
dummy's diamond jack
Arts Annex of the
Send bridge quesilows to The Aces Byars of Hazel are among
would score a trick or South
calloway Public Library. She will
CO Box I 2563 Dallas. Texas 75225
accompany herself
would win a trick with his
with sell•addressed. stamped envelope the spring pledges of Alpha
PI KAPPA ALPHA
on the autoharp. A brief history
and a display of
for reply
Sigma Alpha social sorority
Martha Pitman, Sharon heart queen Four spades
several varieties of the instrument
doubled and making to earn
will be included in
at Murray State University.
Outland, and Kathy Outland,
tiie program. Irish music, including
several selections all of Murray
, are among the
by Irish poet Thomas Moore, and
selections by Ken- little sisters of Pi Kappa
tucky folksinger lean Ritchie will
be featured. Mrs. Alpha fraternity at Murray
Ross, wife of Dean Ross of
Murray Christian State University.
Fellowship, is secretary to the Dean
Group B of the Ladies Ten- non,
of the College of
and
Barbara
Environmental Sciences and a senior
nis of the Murray Country Malinauskas,
voice major at
PHI
KAPPA
TAU
Murray State University. The public is
Club
will
play
on Friday,
invited to attend,
Starr Covey arid Cindy
a library spokesman said.
Court Two — Janie Ryan,
McLemore of Murray are March 20, at 9:30 a.m, at the
club.
Annie Knight, Marilyn
among the first little sisters
The
lineup is as follows:
Adkins, and Frances Hulse.
of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity
All Prints
Court One - Norma Frank,
A substitute will be Agnes
at Murray State University.
Vickie Baker, Sandy Bran- Payne.
All Pillows
Announces

Eastwood Program

Ladies Tennis Group B Will
Play At Murray Club, Friday

Miss Leslie Ann Furches, Brideelect, David Franklin Robinson

Luncheon Planned
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
will have a covered dish luncheon
on Thursday , March 19,
at I p.m,at the club house.
In charge of the program will
be Mrs. Albert Crider and
Mrs. Betty Boston. Contestants
for the adult and high
school sewing contest will model
at the meeting.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Alfred Taylor
, Mrs. Laura Jennings,and Mrs. Irma La Follette.

DOW SALE

Eastwood Christian School

HEALTH

School Night
Program by K-7th Grade
Friday, March 20 — 7:00 p.m.
Registration For '81-82 School Term
Grades 1(-7
March 27 12:005:00 p.m.
March 28 9 00 12 00 Noon
Place- Eastwood Baptist Church
Hwy. 94 E
(For Additional Information Call 1531834)

SAVE

Why a high blood fat level?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - My
husband. age 39. just had a
blood test which showed his
cholesterol at a high level of
308 and his triglycerides at
400 He may also have a
duodenal ulcer The doctor
put him on a very strict lowfat diet for three months He
is not overweight
I don't really understand
why his cholesterol is that

high as we don't like tat peat
and rarely eat pork, but he
does not like vegetables and
never eats fresh fruit. What
makes triglycerides go up? He
is keeping his smoking to a
minimum with this diet.
DEAR READER — First.
you can't be sure what a
person's cholesterol or tnglyceride level is with just one
test. They can fluctuate a

SAVE— SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

/5,

Prices Good 3-17 Thru 3-23

Lyn
LARaniroiG
e GS

SAUSAGE
$1 1 8
1 Lb.

•

Doz.

b.
POTALTOES

Bush Showboat

Pork & Beans

141/2

$276
Hi-Dri

PAPER TOWELS
Jumbo Roll

2 $1
For

PEPSI
7-UP
MT. DEW
DR. PEPPER
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
F
at

694

"I

oz.3

For

954

co Ike OIL
sAyu
$1 78
48 Oz.

6 PAK
16 OZ.
PLUS DEPOSIT

$1 48

Across From Murray Drive-In

great deal in some people
Three successive tests are a
better indicator of the usual
level
Triglycendes are blood
fats When you hear triglyceride, think fat Often high cholesterol and high triglycerides
are associated with being
overweight and with diet, but
you can be skinny and have
high levels
Your cholesterol level is set
by your liver If you don't get
a lot of cholesterol or fat in
your diet, your liver may still
manufacture too much cholesterol from other food"
substances, and that can even
include making cholesterol
from carbohydrates A person
may inherit the tendency to
have high levels
Whether your cholesterol is
in Small packages of fat or is
in larger fatty-cholesterol
particles in your bloodstream
makes a difference This, and
other important aspects of
cholesterol and triglycerides.
is explained more fully in The
Health Letter number 15-2.
Understanding Your Cholesterol. Triglycerdies and Other
Blood Fats. which I am sending you Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper. P.0 Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019
Stress is sometimes a
factor I would encourage
your husband to stop smoking
entirely, eliminate coffee, tea.
colas and chocolate He may
also benefit from a sensible
fitness program Regular
exercise will lower triglyceride levels and some research
shows that it can favorably
influence the cholesterol
levels
DEAR BR LAMB
drink diet soda because I don't
want to gain weight Recently
I heard that a person would be
better off to drink a smaller
portion of regular soda
instead. because diet soda
contains a lot of salt, which
causes the body to retain
water In other words, a person may actually gain weight
I usually drink two bottles of
diet soda a day Am I really
defeating my purpose^
DEAR
READER
Nonsense Any weight a normal healthy person gains
from reasonable amounts of
salt intake is from retaining
neelted body water, except for
water retention with premenstrual tension Water retention is not body fat and has
nothing to do with being fat If
you happen to gain a pound of
fluid while dieting your body
probably needs it Many diets
result in a loss of normal body
water
The goal of sensible dieting
is to lase pounds of body fat,
not normal body water IM
not an advocate of diet sodas
or other sodas either for that
matter But two diet sodas a
day will not cause you to gain
fat

Y2 Price
'A Price
% Price
% Price
% on
% on
% Off

Bamboo Screens
Silk Flowers
Hellar Plastic Dishes
Bamboo Rugs
Rattan Swing

BMW
EAR DEN

911
Cotiamats,
Mead
153-0317

-Vo411111

Call the
Cherry Branch on
Chestnut for on
appointment HOW'S 1-5
Thurs March 19 753-8272 You II learn
the skin core
pion that s perfect
for you by
actually uSiraas
the products chosen
for your spec.ol
needs You'll discover
how to apply
the newest makeup
look by doing
your own makeup
under the e per t
gu dance of our
Ge rrrioine Mon te.I Setou,ty
Spec icerst Thie look
yaw OCIfteve
be one you 01
wont tio r ec r este 11190141
encl again when
you wish to be
your most islowte.9
soli Cell now or .:::
Mop by the
motes. Monte+ I Counter
lit for your appointment
s.•

Featuring The New Spring Colors

Chestnut St
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

I

Congrats To Murray
High Girls Team
Congratulations to the Murray High School Girls Basketball Team, coached by Rick
Fisher, on their wins thus far
over Hickman County and
Lone Oak in the First Regional
High School Basketball Tournament being played at Marshall Central High School at
Draffenville.

be vying for the first regional
honors and a berth in the Kentucky High School Girls
Basketball Tournament when
they meet Marshall Central in
the finals tonight.
Fans of the Murray Girls
Team are urged to be at Marshall Central tonight to support this basketball team as
they fight for a place in the
This fine group of girls will
state tournament.

BusiWess Mirror

By John Cunniff

Garrott's Galley.

Maurice H. Ryan, chairnian of the
Murray Board of Education, was
elected state director at large of the
Kentucky School Board Association
on March 16.
Deaths reported include Wade A.
Wilson, Walter S. 1Shorty i Farmer,
and Mrs. Gertis A. Galhmore.
Pvt. Jimmy Lee Harrell is now serving with the U. S. Army in supply
headquarters at Covington, R. I. He
volunteered for the service. He is the
son of Marguerite and Pat Harrell.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Rubard Noel on March 13, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Hester on
March 13, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Tipton on March 14.
Miss Vicki Lynn Phillips, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James F. Phillips,
was married to Bob Washer, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Washer, on
March Sat the Hazel Baptist Church.
The annual day program and Hobb.i
Show of the Calloway Homemakers
Club will be held March 19 at the Murray Woman's Club House, according
Alcurrinshr-449awc. to Mrs. Ray Broach, county president.

By M.C.Garrott

20 Years Ago

Richmond Hall, the new men's dormitory at Murray State College, is expected to be ready for occupancy next
week. It was inspected by state
officials yesterday.
Bess Kerlick, Lucy Ann Forrest
,
and Nancy Thompson, teachers
of
I'm beginning to miss out on an in- near Murray
home economics, and Milton Walston
High School, which I glossy birds
NEW YORK i API — Few things be
,
dismissed as- the grumblings of teresting winter-months pastime, that underst
are the males. The
and became a favorite female
Eugene Chaney, and Carrnon Parks,
more clearly demonstrate the tenden- cranks?
s have streaky, brown
of watching the blackbirds come and roosting place for
teacher
them.
s
cy of economies to change than when
of
agricult
ure, at Calloway
plumage that, they say, makes a good
There is the matter of institutions. go across the sky of a morning and an
One afternoon, as we were driving
an old maxim, steeped in years, ap- Can the
camouflage as they sit on the nest, County High School, will speak at the
thrift industry be allowed to evening. I haven't seen much of them along in the
meeting of the Calloway High Parentcar and going parallel to which they
pears to lose its validity. Such as "a Oterior
build in bushes, hedges,
ate as it has? And if savings lately. Possibly, and hopefully, they the stream
of birds and simply out of trees and
Teacher Association.
penny saved is a penny earned.''
evergreens from twigs,
institutions become passe, who will have migrated north for the summer.
curosity, I checked their speed, pickBirths reported at the Murray
straw,
grass
Were he alive today, for example, provide the money for home morand
moss.
Many mornings during the past ing out one in the
Hospital include twin girls to Mr. and
group and focusing
I
also
Ben Franklin might be confused too. tgages?
have
learned that the
three or four months, I would stand on him. He
Mrs. Walter Owens, a boy to Mr. and
was doing 25 miles per blackbird is
In his dedication to a conventional
a member of the thrush
What happens to the economy in fascinated as I picked up my hour.
family and can hold its own from a Mrs. Phillip Harrel, and a boy to Mr.
definition of thrift, he might lose his general if savings- - the rate is once newspaper and watch the blackbir
ds
+++
musical point of view. When alarmed, and Mrs. Gilbert D. Harris.
money, his reputation and con- more below 5 percent, lowest of all — thousands and thousands of them
Seven of them, however, apparently
—
Mrs. George Hart spoke on "Apple
it will fly off with a shrill, complaining
ceivably his good health as well.
major industrial nations — becomes winging their way southeastward and
don't get a big charge out of flying
scream, but its normal song is said to For the Teacher" at the meeting*
Thrift today, that is, isn't what it us- insufficient to support needed capital out into the countryside to feed in
un- way' out there into the countryside and
be beautiful. I've never heard the the Sigma Department of the MUIllit
ed lobe, as the depositor in a 52 per- investments.
fortunate farmers' fields or from their breaking off into the
Woman's Club. She was introduced by
smaller flocks to seven who
cent passbook savings account at a
Some answers already are evident. livestock feed bunks.
stop at my feeder sing.
feed among the fields and feedlots.
Mrs. Allen Russell.
Their jaws always are too full.
socalled thrift institution is learning Growing companies, one answer to
What fascinated me the most, I supThey discovered my bird feeder,
Martha Shoemaker, Mildred
Anyway, their notes are deeper, but
to his chagrin. Interest earned of 52 improving productivity, find it dif- pose, was their sense of communica- hung
in a backyard tree and kept not
as measured, nor as varied and Hodge, and Murrelle Walker had high
percent, minus taxes, and minus in- ficult to raise money dt affordable tion. Which ones are the leaders
? I'd stocked with cracked corn ($5.75 per
repetitive as those of the song thrush, individual single games in the Magic
flation of 12 percent or so, equals rates. Companies in basic industries ask myself. Which ones are the
first to 50-pound bag, mainly for the carTri Bowling League this week at Corbut their rich, flute-like whistle,
eventual poverty.
forego expansion and improvement. decide when and where to stop to feed dinals,
doves who like to feed off the
vette Lanes,
sometim
Product
es
heard
ion
efficiency deteriorates. and even to rest?
after dark, has
And, as inflation continues, the old
groundi and the pesky bluejays.
The Murray Drive In Theatre is now
become a familiar and, I would say,
link between thrift and caution is like- And ass consequence, prices rise.
I often noticed that a steady stream
I wonder if it was the same seven
open each night of the week, accorunwelc
ome
Something even more perverse hap- of them would stop and rest for a few that
sound in the woods and
ly to remain strained if not broken.
fed there every day. It's hard to
ding to Joe Dill, manager.
trees around town.
Ordinarily cautious homeowners, pens: The big bets are placed not on minutes in the tall trees behind Ted tell, since they all look
Hamburger is listed at 39 cents pey
alike,
but
I
+++
(the thrifty kind who once believed a the health of the future economy but and Mary Lawson's place on Glendale suspect this is the
case. In any event,
It has been interesting, though, wat- pound in the ad for Parker Food
loan was something to be repaid as on its difficulties, on the hope of con- before taking off again and heading on they — along with the
Market this week.
cardinals, blue- ching them come
and go these past
fast as possible, now covet their mor- tinued high interest rates rather than out into the country with the others jays and swarmi
ng sparrows — have months. A
flock of several hundred
tgages, knowing that a 7 percent loan a return to normal, on speculations passing overhead.
just about eaten me out of house and
thousand of them was not unusual at
rather than investments in companies
is like money in the bank.
First, one or two would land in Ted corg this winter.
all passing over — out of and back into
The list of delinquent taxpayers of
of substance.
and
Mary's
trees, then before you
I can almost hear them as they town.
For those who made such loans,
Some of their roosting places in 1950 as released by Wayne Flora,
The answer, according to some knew it, the trees would be full of the discover
such as the thrift institutions — saved that feeder. I picture one the
South, they say, are home for Calloway County Sheriff, is published
economists, lies in tax incentives to birds. There they would perch for
a of them gathering six of his friends
ings banks and savings and loan
5,000,000 or so birds.
today.
old fashioned thrift, the kind of thrift mere few minutes before, as if
associations — such loans pave the
by around him one morning and whisperAs glossy as they are and as
Deaths reported include Mrs. Joe
that involved living within incomes, some recognized signal, taking
to the ing. "Say, fellows, there's no need to
road to the poorhouse. What they
fascinating as they are streaming Haneline.
paying off bills and saving small sunis air and flying out of town to the
east knock ourselves out flying halfway
thought was thrift was waste instead.
across the sky, they do tremendous
Speakers at the revival services beregularly.
amid the long, black, ribbon-like across country to peck
Can the country so easily pass off
around in a damage as they
All
such
feed on farm crops, ing held this week at the Ledbetter
recommendations. mainstream of the other birds.
field or in some stinking feedlot. I
the misfortune of those who did
flying as far as 50 miles from their Baptist Church are the Revs. E. A.
however, depend on something else
+++
know where there's a bird feeder full
believe there was a future to saving?
roosting site to find food.
Somers, Leonard Cole, A. M. Hawley,
that seems to be badly lacking: Faith
Late
in
the
afternoo
n,
just
about of cracked corn, and a little fat man
Can the lost assets of such people, who
When they return at dusk, as they so Otis Joyce, J. H. Thurman, Rudolph
in the future. With so many bets now dusk, they would come winging
back fills it up every night.
helped raise capital for investment in
often did as I watched from below, Noel, Carl Noel, and Boron Richerplaced on a continuation of inflation, into town the same way they left
"In the morning, let's just lay back
— in
the factories that built the economy,
they make an aerial traffic jam as son,
that faith will be hard to restore.
that seemingly endless, undulating, and let the rest of the
suckers get out bad as any I ever
Fredda Shoemaker was honored at
knew on a St. Louis
ribbon-like black stream.
of town, then I'll show you where it is.
a party in celebration of her 13th birinter-city freeway.
Again, I'd notice, some would stop We can just eat all we
want, when we
Since I haven't seen much of them thday by her mother, Mrs. Sadie
briefly in our neighbors' trees before want and just stick
around town all lately, they
have probably gone on Shoemaker.
going on westward, apparentaly to day."
north to stake out nesting territories
Phil Rollins, Wickliffe center, is picroost in the woods off Doran Road
And, they've been doing just that —
in swamps and marshes and wreck tured receiving the annual
sportday after day.
havoc on farmers and gardners up smanship trophy given each year
by
+++
there.
Friendly Finance at the conclusion
of
I didn't know this before, but have
But they'll be back. They' always the First Regional High School
since learned that the real black,
By TOM RAUM
gang" after the prepared texts they
are.
Basketball Tournament. Pictured
Associated Press Writer
used — usually on white typing paper
also are Dr. Ralph H. Woods, presiWASHINGTON t
— Democrats and handed to them on their way into
dent of Murray State College, Charles
in the House are having a hard time the House chamber by aides.
L. Humphries, president of Friendl
y
getting their economic act together.
How could he sanction the same
Finance, and Joe Royer, coach at
By Ken Wolf
Democratic leaders recently kind of time-consuming tactics by
deductib
Wickliff
le.
e.
By
LOUISE
COOK
They fought each other for some
scheduled a series of one-minute Democrats? O'Neill was asked.
Itemization does not automatically
Associated Press Writer
speeches on the House floor to rail
"I guess it's all the way the ball twenty years, Benjamine Disraeli
Millions of Americans are giving increase your risk of an audit. Paul
(1804-1881) as head of the Conagainst President Reagan's economic bounces," the
Massachusetts
servative or Tory' party in England, the federal government more than said audits generally occur because:
package.
Democrat told reporters.
—Your deductions are higher than
By The Associated Press
and
William E. Gladstone (1809-1898) they have to, says a New York acWhen Republicansi had used the
In any event, the production
counting, expert who claims people average for your income bracket.
Today is Tuesday, March 17, the
as
head
of
the
Liberals
.
same tactic to assail President misfired. Only a handful of
—Your
frequent
tax
return
includes a par- 76th day of 1981. There are 289 days
ly overpay their income tax
One can imagine these words
Carter's programs, House Speaker Democrats showed up and they all
bills because of ignorance and ticular item which, for one reason or
left in the year.
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. condemned and gave basically the same speech. And, spoken by the two men in a face-to- laziness
another
, the Internal Revenue Service
.
Today's highlight in history:
riliculed the practitioners publicly. their salvos kept getting interrupted face debate in Parliament ( though
Herbert M. Paul, a partner in the is investigating.
On March 17, 1962, the Soviet Union
The one-minute speech is a House by lawmakers who rose to talk on they weren't spoken in such a set- manage
—Your return happens to be the one accused the United States of fighting
ment consulting and accounting). Disraeli leads off:
institution. Any member can rise at other subjects.
ting firm of Touche & Ross, said tax- selected by a computer on a random
an "undeclared war" in Vietnam and
A man who is not a Liberal at
the start of each day's session and
It was only tried once and not
payers generally "don't know what basis for checking.
demanded the removal of U.S. forces.
sixteen has no heart; a man
speak on any subject — for just one repeated.
Don't panic if your return is
they're entitled to" and don't want to
On this date:
who is not a Conservative at sixminute.
"I didn't have any part in its or"go to the bother" of doing all the audited. "It's not an accusation," said
In 1649, England's parliament
ty has no head.
When Republicans daily paraded chestration," insisted O'Neill.
No to be outdone, Gladstone paperwork. AS a result, he said, they Paul. It is simply a matter "of prov- abolished the Hotise of Lords.
member after member to the podium
ing what you put on the tax return,"
"end up paying too much."
In 1813, Prussia's Frederick
responds to his opponent:
to blast Carter with an array of these
Rep. Virginia Smith, R-Neb., may
The majority of taxpayers, for ex- he said. "If you have documentation, William Ill declared war against
liberalism is trust of the peoone-minute talks. O'Neill fumed and have gotten more information on the
ample, do not itemize deductions. you will simply waltz in and waltz France.
pie tempered by prudence; Cononce threatened to turn off the House status of the Sandhills Wetlands
They use the standard deduction, for- out."
In 1891, telephone communications
servati
sm
is
distrust
of
the
peotelevision cameras
preservation area in her state than
Most people get a refund after they were established between London and
mally known as the zero bracket
ple tempered by fear.
Another time, he ridiculed the GOP she needed.
file
their
amount and now equal to $2,300 for
returns. And while the re- Paris.
speechmakers as the '• white sheet
In a letter, the Interior Department
single persons and $3,400 for married fund may seem like a welcome bonus,
In 1973, a Cambodian air force ofinformed her:
Paul said it does not make good finan- ficer stole a plane and bombed
couples.
the
"The loss of wildlife-wetland
Paul said, however, that taking the cial sense to overpay your taxes all presidential palace in Phnom Penh,
Mi'.iircry Ledger & Times
habitat in the Nebraska sandhills has
standard deduction may be a mistake. year long just so you can get some missing President Lon Nol but killing
I USPS 30127001
been defined as an IRE' and has been Publisher
blelre.i. 0...I ler
back later on. "It doesn't earn you at least 20 people.
3-17
Walter L Apperson "Most people, if they truly go through
ranked No. 52 in our list of national Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
their records, should itemize," he any interest. It's a poor investment,"
Ten years ago: President Nixon
The Murray Ledger & Times u publialted
concerns. It ranks No. 5 in our list of every
he said.
signed a bill increasing Social Securiafternoon except Sundays, July 4, said. The deductions they could claim
concerns for region 6.
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thankaipv-, would add up to more
If you find that the amount of money ty payments by 10 percent.
than the stan"Once suggested alternatives have lag by Murray Newspapers, inn, 103 N 4th SL, dard amount.
withheld from your paycheck
Five years ago: President Ford told
Mirray. Ky 42071 Second Clams Poskege Paid at
been developed, we then review the
Marray, Ky 42071
If you're buying a house — and habitually leaves you overpaying — American Jewish leaders
that,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areaa served by more
I RP and strategy plan ... An EIS will
or underpaying — your taxes, ask despite their opposition, he would
than half of all Americans are —
lift
not be prepared on Sandlands wetland earners, 211 75 per month, payable in advance it usually pays
your
employe
r
for a new form W-4. the U.S. military embargo against
to itemize, Paul said.
By mail In Calloway County and to Benton, Harpreservation after such reviews."
din, IMyfisid, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and You can deduct
You
can
adjust the number of exemp- Egypt.
your property tax
"Is this good news or bad news?" Parka. Buchman and Purrem.
2W 511 Per
tions you take so that the amount of
One year ago: Kansas City
year By mail to other destinabon•. 130 M per payments and the interest on your
Mrs. Smith asked Interior Secretary
year
tax withheld from you paycheck will firefighters walked off the job
mortgage.
their
Member of Aiwa-tailed Press Kentucky Press
James Watt at a hearing.
You also should itemize, Paul said, be increased or decreased.
second strike in less than four months.
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
"One of my people wrote that?" he
if you "live in a state with a persona
AINIOCUI'Jen
Today's birthdays: Civil rights
l
asked.
The immolated Press or exclualvely entitled to income tax." State
leader Bayard Rustin is 71 years old.
and local income
repuhush local ne.o originated by The Murray
When she assured him that one had
taxes are deductible on your federal
Actress Mercedes McCambridge is
Ledger & Times m well as MI other Al' news
and gave the name of a Fish and
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
return if you itemize.
63.
For
Business Offke
Wildlife official in Pierre, S.D., Watt
by
one Spirit are we all bap753 111111
Thought For Today: There is
High interest rates -- not only for
Quailed Advertising
753-11114
axed Into one body. I Corinthians
said, "If I ever want to confuse a
Retail Ilamplay AdverUsing
nothing wrong with Ireland except
723-11110 mortgages, but for other loans as well
12:13.
member of Congress in the future Circulation
723 10111 - also can
that it is Irish, and there is nothing
make it profitable to
News and Scoria Dept
We may have differing name tags
which I probably will want to do -- I'll
7221011
wrong with England except that it is
itemize since interest, including the
down
here
as Chrfttians, in heaven
remember that man."
not Irish — George Bernard Shirr,
interest you pay on credit cards, 4s we will all be
"united brethren"! '
Irishborn writer (1856-1950

Franklin Might Be
Confused By Maxim

The Coming And Going OfBlackbirds
Has Been Fascinating Thing To Watch
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Here's the Answer ffffi

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatares

Q. - We are thinking about
getting a solar water heater
this year We do not know too
much about them How dues a
solar heater differ from a gas
or electric water heater' Du we
need a backup heater' What
else can you tell us about the
subject'
A. -- Solar, gas and electric
water heaters are basically
similar The big difference is
that the solar heater's source is
collector panels which absorb
solar radiation These collecturs must be exposed to direct
sunlight most of the day They
can be installed on a roof,
against a wall or on some lund
of support frame The collectors absorb the heat and pass it
on to tubes holding water, air
or a non-freezing liquid Fluid
inside the tubes carries the
heat to a storage tank, from
where it is dispensed to heat
water
On cloudy days or at night,
when the temperature of the
water is not up to the desired
level, the backup heater takes
over. There are some variations to this simplified version. You can get other solar
information from the National
Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center, P.0 Box
1607, Rockville, Md. 20850 For
detailed information about the
specifics of solar water-heating
systems, there is a book titled
''Hot Water From the Sun,- put
out by the U.S. government. It
costs 84.75 and can be obtained
by writing to the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. 20402
Q - I have old-fashioned
compression faucets in our
bathroom One of them is leaking Some years ago I put a
new washer in a faucet like
this, but it hasn't helped this
time, I guess because the leak
is not corning from the spout
but from the large not below
the handle. How do I go about
fixing this?

HOUSE

A - First, shut off the water
to the faucet Take off the
handle The screw may be visible or under the cap The nut
from which the leak as corning
is known as a packing nut
Wrap it with adhesive tape to
keep it from getting marred
Using an adjustable wrench,
loosen the packing nut by turning it counterclockwise This
nut is removed in any one
several different ways Common sense will tell you how to
remove it after you have loosened it It will have some washers or packing a type of cord>
around the area Install new
washers or packing and reverse
everything just outlined To get
the same size and kind of washers or packing, take the old
equipment to the hardware
store While you are gone, be
sire nobody turns on the water
or fools around with the faucet

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures

of

Leaky faucets, clogged
drains, noisy pipes and similar
problems are discussed in Andy
Lang's booklet, -Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs," available
by sending 50 cents plus a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.0 Box
07, Huntington, N.Y 11743
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken
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HERE IS A HOUSE TRADITIONAL outside
but different inside. It provides a surprise
upon entering in the form of a balcony second
floor Completely finishing the second floor
will provide three bedrooms for a total of five. Plan
11A1 195Y has 1,658 square feet on the
first floor and 733 on the second floor For more
information write - enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope - to York & Schenke, 226
Seventh St . Garden City, N Y. 11530

A New Look for Interior Design
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Many people think of interior
designers as people whose main
job is to decorate a home, usually by choosing extravagant
furnishings and colors
But Jack Lowery, the new
president of the American
Society of Interior Designers,
says this view of decorating is
decidedly out-of-date lowery
says he plans to implement
programs to put interior design
on a more professional footing
during his two-year term as

Danny M. Dunn's
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president of ASH).
One goal is to set up a program for continuing professional education with classes to
keep members current on new
products, materials and methods_ Another aim is to encourage ASID's education foundalion to do research on subjects
of professional interest

would not be insulted if the final touches were left to someone else, said Lowery Proper
design concentrates on function
and leaves such details as color
scheme and style of furnishings
to the client's taste
Interestingly enough, this attitude comes at a time when
the importance of physical surroundings is being emphasized
"For many years, it was not
realized
that surroundings
could affect one's mental
state,•' Lowery said. But today we know that the quality of
the light, order or the lack of
it, choice of colors and other
physical characteristics such as
temperature affect how people
feel and act "
An example of the power of
surroundings to influence activity was brought home to him in
a recent job which involved
redesigning a security-clearance area in a bank
It was a space where a
number of employees were required to wait around for long
periods of time and then to
work very hard for a few

According to Lowery, interior
design is not really about creating pretty pictures. While goodlooking spaces are certainly desuable, the real purpose of interior design is to solve problems of space, he said.
Nowadays, many designers
never get involved in decorating residential spaces. Instead,
they may specialize in hospitals
and health-care facilities, in hotel and restaurant design, in
store planning, offices or the
transportation field, or in facilities for entertainment, such as
theaters and concert halls
Lowery said in his New York
office that he concentrated on
commercial design - which is
known in the trade as the contract market (since each job is
usually performed on the basis
of a contract Contract work
holds a special fascination for
him. "You create a space that
lots of people must use. This
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)
provides an added dimension in
A halt in monthly
—
terms of having an influence on
people's lives," he said.
payments of $17,713 to
Regardlesa of whether a deBrighton Engineering Co.
signer is solving the small
space problems of a family in a for consultation services on
home or aparttnent or the largnine toll-road projects was
er problems of a space to be
ordered Monday by state
used by thousands of people,
Transportation Secretary
the goal is the same. It is to
plan the arrangement and use
Frank Metts.
of the space so that the tasks to
The transportation departbe done can go forward comfortably and efficiently.
ment will also try to recover
So much more important is
part of $212,560 that it paid to
space planning over mere decoBrighton last year for its
ration that today's designers
tollroad consultant services.

hours The space was unattractive, poorly organized and inconvenient There was also substantial turnover and absenteeism, and mom mistakes
were being made in the work,"
Lowery said
His firm was asked to redesign the space to see if this
could alleviate the work problems Yv'e spoke with employees. found out what the bottlenecks were and then redesigned the space to make it
more convenient and attractive
We carpeted the area, put in a
screen to provide a sense of
privacy. pit in recorded music,
and even gave employees a
choice of which art works to
hang from a
preselected
group," added Lowery'.
The results of the experiment
were ' almost unbelievable
Absenteeism and turnover were
cut and productivity increased
The mistakes tapered off and
employees even responded to
their new environment by
dressing better and walking
around with a snap, summarized lowery

What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT
A special
type of chimney cap
Manufacturers claim
That
this chimney cover is designed
to keep out birds, squirrels,
leaves, sparks, rain, birds and
anything that nuidit clog the
chimney or be a hazard
That it also helps where certain
clowndraft condition exist
That the cap is so designed that
it can be used when the flue is
of standard size and the liner
extends one inch above the top
of the chimney or when the flue
is not of standard size and requires a mortar or adhesive installation
that it is made of
26-gauge galvanized.bondertzad
steel, with an I8-gauge el.
panded metal harrier screen
and spark arrester
and that
each flue cap adjusts to a full
2i, inches to assure a perfect
fit
THE PRODUCT - A cyanoacrylate adhesive that works
with wood and leather
Manufacturer's claim - Unlike the regular cyanoacrylate
adhesives which are so powerful with non-porous materials, this one bonds porous
products.
that it is fast-setting, clear and strong
that it
bonds in seconds
that it has
a clog-resistant dispenser
that its square shape ailows the
container to stand upright in
use and storage, thus avoiding
spillage . that the tip plug under the cap is easily twisted off
to open, requiring no pin or
needle
and that the adhesive
will bond wood without clamping as well as bond wood to
metal, plastic and rubber
-THE PRODUCT - A boiler
that can be fed either wood or
coal
Manufacturer's claim
That

wood
that the damper CMtrol provtdes bottom flow and
top fresh-air input for sew-ondairy burning with wood
that
the damper doubles as a gas
exhaust during the shutda,
when burning coal
and
the automatic
gnaw .
trolled damper shuts dow,
r
ing a power failure

this boiler is connectO. in tandem with the present OTTburner
That the boiler will take
either *cod of coal but if it
goes out when you are not
home, the oil burner will go on
automatically
that
its
slanted door pemuia tup loading of coal and side loading of

Diversification Key
To Armco Inc. Success
MIDDLETOWN,
Ohio
i AP
Diversification
helped Armco Inc. to its se'cond consecutive record profit
year. with
energs.
development expected to be
a focal point of the 1980s.
says the company's chairman.
Armco,
the
nation's
seventh-largest steelniaker,
has shifted part of its thrust
into coal, oil and related
fields as cars and appliance
steel customers have declined.
"Coal will grow as an
American fuel," said Armco
Chairman William Verity
•'Armco will be a part of that
growth. We plan to aggressively market much of
our billion tons of coal
reserves."
The
Middletown -based
firm sold 5.1 million tons of
coal last year, up from 3.9
million tons in 1979. It earned
more than half its profits last
year in energy-related
businesses, according to its

Remodeling

annual r,
cieascii 11
day.
In,•oitie totaled $265 ..t
nullioo on sales of $5.; billion
for 1980
• We expect to increase oui
energy involvement in the
years ahead.. said Pi
dent Dan Boone "Overall,
we see another good Anne,.
year in 1981.Armco expects strong
growth
the energ%
in
market. impri'veil results
its flat-rolled carbon steel
business and better U.S
aerospace
and defense
markets.
1 tie company
plans to thy est itself of some
assets "that no longer fit into
Armco's hing-terin business,
plans."
Last year. the conipan
boosted sales 111 ill; oilfield
equipment business 45 percent. Its subsidiary. Na
tional Supply Co., is the
world's largest manufacturer and supplier oi oilfield
development and production
equipment.

your castle?

1

Road Proiects Halted

The action was taken after
Metts got a legal opinion that
stated that the Kentucky
Turnpike Authority, the
body that financed the toll
roads, apparently isn't
obligated to continue paying
the fee annually.
The opinion also stated
arguments supporting partial or complete cancellation
of Brighton's services to the
state body. Louisville attorney C. Edward Glasscock
gave the opinion last Friday.
It also said that the
authority could renegotiate
its contract with Brighton.
James May, of Frankfort,
the president of Brighton
Engineering, said Monday
that he had not heard of
Metts' order and would not
have an immediate comment.
Brighton was hired under
terms of bond issues that
financed the toll-road projects. The authority, under
the bond trust indentures.
must "employ an indepen-

dent.. engineering
firm...having
wide and
favorable repute for skill
experience.
and
"
Fees for the engineering
firm initially totaled $72,000
a year. In 1977 the fees were
raised to $138,717.
The fees increased to
$212,560 in December 1979,
with the amount to be adjusted up or down in accordance with an audit by the
transportation department.
The results of an audit late
last year were cited in
Glasscock's opinion.
"It is.. our understanding
that...using the time and
hourly rate of the various
employees of Brighton spent
on the inspection of the toll
roads, and factoring in a 126
percent overhead charge
and a 15 percent profit
margin, the audit reflected
a fee of $72,015," said
Glassock.
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Rent power tools -they help you...

SAND IT . . .

SAW IT . . .

z

DRILL IT . . .

CEMENT IT . . .

ii

PAINT IT ... POLISH IT ... CLEAN IT ... HEAT IT ... LIFT IT

161
200 E. Main

753-8201

WHY?

WHY PAY RENT? Why pay outrageous heatin
g and
cooling bills? Why sit back and watch building costs
continually climb and make it impossible for average
people
to own their own homes.
\Esti

5.

tool

1

Stotoar

See your copier
serviceman
often?

Drive by
and see for
yourself...
and you'll be glad
you did!
901 Arcadia
753-6822
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OZARK LOG HOMES of Murray is
now offering this lovely energy efficient log home, completed and ready
to live in, on a '2 acre lot in Oak
wood Terrace Subdivision, just
2'2 miles west of Murray for
only
$38,750.00.
This home can also be built on your own lot for only $33,500 (within
a 25
mile radius of Murray).
Enjoy the warmth and rustic
Call Now For Appointment'
beauty of a new OZARK LOG
LIQMEJ Enjoy the low heating
and cooling costs! Enjoy the
pride of owning your own home!
Hwy. 121 By Pass
After 6:00
90% financing available to those
753-6774
753-6855
who qualify.
Offer Good Thro March

OZARK LOG
HOMES
31
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"FAMILY SUNEEST"
Vacations for Two to ORLA DO
INCLUDES:

more Vihrill

CILi

753-757

The Home of

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

DISNEY
WORLD

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Kennedy Space
Center•Cypress Gardens. Stars Hall of Fame

FREE- Two Vacations for Two:

TO The HOLIDAY INN HOLIDOME® RESORT CENTER WITH
COMPLETE
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Includes: Double room •Continental breakfast in bed for two
• Buffet
brunch for two• Candlelight dinner for two•Gift snack-pac
kers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holidome facilities • All (crac
taxes and
gratuities.• Friday evening through check-out time Sunday.
Children
& teens free (when sharing room with parents).
•

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants Certificat
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCH
ANTS

es

$100 Savings Account From Peoples Bank!
THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEWSPAPER
Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST' RULES
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business s
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear
ly print your name, address and phone number
on the ' YOUR CHANCE. provided by each par
ticipating business and this Newspaper
2 'NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult Entries are limited to one per adult per
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not eligi
ble to play
3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win
ners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entries Since this program is
strictly local in nature, the odds are more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
lionwide program
4

BE A WINNER!
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS,

EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANCE
REGISTRATION as provided. and must be
legibly written or hand printed Machine
duplication Of mechanically reproduced entries
will be declared word

5

THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM.
(A) Each week the following will be awarded
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTIFICATES. (Total of 5500 00 for Program ) All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days alter the of
ficial end of this Program
b Six $5000 US Savings Bonds ITotat of
$300 00 tor the Program)
(B) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WINNERS will be selected from drawings during 10th week of the program (All winners
must use these vacations within 3 months
after the end of the Program)
(GI IN ADDITION, THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 516 and 10th weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All entries become the properly of this Newspaper.
and none will be returned
7

Some Travel Dares Not Available

• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE,
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

Look For Participating Merchants On The Next
Three Pages Winners From This Weeks Drawing
Will Be Listed In Next Tuesday's Advertisement.
Register Today And Watch For Your Name Next
Tuesday!
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Special
Sale
Wurlitzer
Console Pianos

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed

Burpee

riwy 641 N
753-1673

Seeds

The NOW
Little Namer
Atalt
Big Idea.

Bulk Garden Seed
Seed Potatoes
'20" Hundred Lbs.
21c Lb.
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Fine cahineirsradrlirrnjiI
styled in oak or fruitwood
by. the Wurlitzer award
winning design staff.
Better sound ... because
Wurlitzer uses a patented
soundboard that provides
more vibrating area.

Three working. squeak!,
pedals control full sustai
bass sustain and svift.
A tradition of 125 years
of musicianship and
craftsmanship are a part
of each piano we buil4.

Kennebeck — Red Pontiac
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Plant Bed Supplies
Plastic 510"Roll
Gas '1 1 5 Can
Onion Sets 60
Garden Fertilizer
Kentucky 31 Fescue 55'

Bankof
Murray

Lb

CLAYTON'S
IJ&B Music)

753-7575

DIXIELAND CENTER

TOTAL HARDWARE

Tapes

Albums

5tereo Equipment

nori

Borer lone .. the fines(
solid clipper windings arr.
used on the bass strings
for a fuller richer tone.

We carry:
a full
line of
knives
including...
Buck
Case
German Eye
Gerber
and we
be
receiving
‘
more
soon.

-_,_ NAME BRAND

Sit Sifstshiss Comfiest,

lorry looks.
'Ii
Monis, RI.
354-1321

Lowest Prices
Around On These
New Knives

Meiiihti FDIC

CoasttoCoast
94700
22" SELF-PROPELLED
LAWN MOWER
•3' 1 -HP Briggs 8. Stratton Engine
•Steel Safety Deflectors
•OPEI Approved
•4 Cutting Heights
•Fully Baffled Deck
•481-0221 Bagging Attachment Available
•481-2103
Reg. $19995

While
Limited
Supply
lasts!

Coast To Coast
Total Hardware
(mistral Shipping Cadet
Nwy. 441 N.
Phrase: 7534604
News: Men.-Set. 1 I.,
Sen. I te 6
Free/Aerie Passes
Drawn Weekly
Demoted By
Murray Ilsenstres

SALE PRICED
NOW AT:

Morris Refrigeration
S 4th

HOBBS
DISCOUNT

Did You Know

SHOES

20% Off
Ladies' Name Brand FD's
Samples Et Factory Returns

Richard Sharp
Employee of the Week

*699 Pair

Men's Shoes
Name Brand FD's Et Factory Returns

Richard is o native Kentuckian, who
comes to Creative Printers by way of
Greenwood High School where he
hod four years of Graphic Arts. His
primary responsibility is running our
large sheet-fed press.
Richard, his wife Marilyn and three
children live on Route 5, Murray.

*10-16
Ladies Et Men's
Western Boots
Texas Boots Er Acme
FD Boots

*300* Et up
CHildren's Shoes *600
Topsiders

Creative Printers Inc. 1_I=
1
..,_-•
113// — 121 Bypass Murray. KY 42071
i

1
e.
,..

t

Creeitie• PefttlINS — 0 0rOwe9 business with 0 orow,no
community Give us o coll for your printing needs
753-2285.

Ladies $15 Childrens *14
-New Shecimertr Every Friday-Open 1200 Noon
Mon. Thus. 10700400
Fri 1200 700
Set. 107004.00
Across from DisissIend
Center 1303 Chestnut

.--1-14114/4441141111401144111401141111411411•1411-1111010110441411444444assoos4i;
11..1111.1.
4
0

:44

Joe Smith
Carpet Center

sO

Busting Into Spring Sale

Spring Shoes
Arriving Weekly
Ladies 1st Quality
Winter Stock

753-7205

In Stock Hi-lo Shag
$699
se 'WI

Selected Rolls
Iuj

%/li
OlkA
INfr

Jjf

/ WY
We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
Plus
*15% Cash Discount On

In Stock Saxony Carpets $799
Selected Bolt

HOLLAND DRUGS
fast Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

14 Sif

sq yd

Gigantic
Remnant Sale
Al remnants nil be slashed to tile bone by or employees. Be sore to measure your room before you cease.
Professional 'inhalation Available

NO'
`v:

Prescriptions
*Comp1ete Insurance & Tax
Records
*Emergency Service Provided
Locally owned IL Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPN

•

In Stock Rubber Back Shag.r99
a
Selected Rolls

•

No

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER
So 4th

753-6660
Prices Bred Merck 14th ts 210

••••—• es

•
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Pier I Imports
illa
rl.ONINI
M

Sale
•a.

Touring
First Class

RACE IN FOR
SAVINGS ON
THE ANTIINFLATION
COMBINATION

'Gold Wing V Interstate

171.15

itG&W

SIM

Noturar Camel ap

1 1
2
111111111..

1
77
oww!f•\v‘A'
•••1#

11

This incredibly beautiful touring mochine comes
fully equipped: Air forks. Air shocks Honda designed
fairing Adiustoble seat. Tubeless
tires The new 1085 cc engine
provides more power you torque
Everything you need
to feel of home on
the rood

.tdental discovery $5, no
.ident, we found these
r '11-up rice-paper blinds
on Taiwan; Large sheets of
e Penn., double-laminati,
ted to split booboo stiffeners. Translucent as
hut sized to fit Pmerican
windows,
to odd s

-

• Low priced with
great gas mileage
• Lightweight and
good looking
• Electric starling

me journey: Paddyf(eld
straw is converted to paper

HONDA CM400E

ftS %maim Cortilicate

1.21711*j
vrib
a ird.
lulu to West Coast port.,
then overland to Pier I.

144[Way
11. 1 Mx 760

2.12x6.
Imo'
456.
5.9116'

Bel Air Center
Money

Klerny, Ky.
(8010.42na)
(91.5x1flics)
(122:182.)
kldemla2cn1

$12.99
$14.99
$17.99
$25.99

753-4303

'Mr
10-6 Al•F
10-5 Sat.

filli

looks...
smart
buys!

$267.5
15.00 Per Month

-1
‘14 IL
.7

.1
A 4_

Machine Model 833
Cabinet Model 320
The tree-arm. stretch stitch
Stylist' 833 together with the
handsome Carlyle cabinet, at
one low Sale-a-thon price.

For zipping
around town

New At Pier 1
Shades of the Orient
,Lental invention , Sri., with diffuse da,ltaht.
thtoush rice-paper screens
Once it was possible only
panels where
with
hand
papers dictated
of the panes.

3mart

•

Wise fashion
investments for
Spring start with Life
Stride's classic spectator
sandal. Fecrturing a sleek
new shape and the
bi-color that's getting rave
reviews this season. The price
is a big hit, too, just '28.99

Murra9 SeW14 Center
Bel Air Shopping Center
5027535323
Murray, Kentucky 42071

IS

Overby Honda

SINGER
nwookices

•A Tredernark of Ti. Singer Cornmay.
Carryong Caw extra on all moJela

SINGER

Perfect Fit!
Sit back and enjoy Body-Glove 4 furniture by Samsonite. Designed to fit
your body like a glove You'll enjoy years of luxurious comfort.
• Strong, welded tubular steel frames
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gare frame finish
• Cool-as-a-breeze Super-Tuff'" woven slings
• No-Hands'" self-adjusting chaise lounge
• A selection of decorator colors

Storey's

0 Samsonite

FOOD
GIANT
Bel Air Shopping Center

For cool, comfortable outside dining
enpy Samsonite Furniture s
Body-Glove with contoured chairs that
fit your body like a glove and spacious
dining table of durable fiberglass slate
• Strong, welded tubular steel frames
• Rust-resistant Samson-Gard'
frame finish
• Super-TuffT" slings in a choice of
decorator colors

Good Wed. 3/18 Thru Tues. 3/24

Catch The Early Bird Savings
Samsonite

Buy Now & Save 25%

v.4110
‘

Now At

3 LB. CAN

Purdoms Furniture
202 S. 56

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

753-4072

,e1Vuirle
ate$

ANNOUNCING

STEELEALLBRITTEN

SUGAR BABY'
3384

Is Now The Factory Authorized

TAPPAN SERVICE
CENTER
BEEP-TIE
386A

With A Complete line Of Tappan Ports
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By

EARL LOVETT

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At

CRISCO
SHORTENING
tisCV
$1 69

With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
As A Tappan Serviceman.
I rethane Sole

Bringing fashion
to a uniform world.
I

the

We Neve A Templet*
line St Teepas
Appliances.

WeWant
to be
ourgank
Let Us Show
You How
Your Checking
Account Can
Make Money

Use Our 14 Mr, Phones
Deys
753-5341
Nights
354-6156
753-1766

PEOPLES

WE SCRIM All TAPPAN PROINICTS
PIIRCNASID NNE OR NATI

BANK

3pecialty
3Itop

416 Moin St.
Murray Ky. 42071

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

753-5341

MURRAY('
iKY.
Member FDIC

II

PALA. V 1010. ML.IUtA . wy

GA

a

i imr.s. Tuesda), March 17. 1%1

i‘e0
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"FAMILY a SUNFEST"
•
•

—SERVING THE JACKSON PURCHASE"

"
•
P q 11111
The Home of

INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

DISNEY
WORLD

41k .X
Sell, Trade or Swap
Any Item At
No Charge
Listen To

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Kennedy Space Center
• Cypress Gardens• Stars Hall of Fame

SPONSORED BY

Mtharay Ledger & Times
AND

PARTICIPATING

MERCHANTS

ODPIONEER:

TRADING POST
Time: 1:05-1:30
Mon.-Fri.
753-2400

s-r.I-1-PEReg. $109.95

TS-X6 High performance
2-way surface mount
speakers.4"bass speaker.
4"passive radiator. 2%"
treble driver.4-ohm rated.
20 watts power handling.
Black molded enclosure
with chrome handles.

Yours, Min
& Ours
1117 S. 4th
East Side of Court Square

rr11-

Today's Fashions
Yesterday's Price

$10 Stumbles Certificate
Charles Scott
1101 Ash St.
Merray, Ky.
759.1072

Shop early for
great selection of
spring and summer clothing for
all the family.

(Limit 2 Pair Per Customer)

I

Sunset
Boulevard

BEST SELECTION

—ALSO—

*RECORDS

Dixieland Center (Rear Annex) Chestnut St. 753-0113
*Professional Installation Available

4

MATERNITY
FASHIONS

*STEREOS

Great selection for

*TAPES

the mother -to-be.
Complete Line
Of Lingerie

‘,1

Largest Selection
Of Bible's
n West Kentucky
171.1

Practical. Economical.

';`

I EXCITING!
r
75 MPG

-

March Classes

everyday driving has you down, lake a look
at
this new Yamaha Exciter Economical 4-stroke
engine delivers great gas mileage
and lots of
pep Travel trunk carries your gear Great fun. day
,fter day'

19th—Tole
(Daisies)

Painting

20th —Quick
Painting

Landscape

21st—Macrame
Towel
Holder
24th—Basics Of Crochet
2f)th—Counted Cross Stitch

Ainfl
New Innefroimnal
New. A mem an %land.
,
Name.
Amplified
ty,
not ell

Nem Ammon an MAW
ThompAon( hem
1/V1,11. Nook!
Open Mile
Spanifh

ifmnd Nein,
%Arm.kit..
Living
limped Standen1
Ilene Wenn
NINA king Winn

We Engrave Books & Bibles

TOWN tt COUNTRY
DRESS SHOP
1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DEXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 AM.-5:00 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
MURRAY,KY.42071

All Classes Start At
2:00 P.M. at

YAMAHA
• Town LI Country
Yamaha

174:;4.

•Zt.„

Hwy 94 East. Murray. Ky
753-8078

:
41

94.

Pa/Sp&yr,
Dixieland Center

Sports
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Murray Girls Get Hot Quickly
In 81-54 Win Over Lone Oak
gave us scone great shooting
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
from the corner and Tonya
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. — just had a fantastic night.
It is now evident that at
Alexander poured in 12 of
sometime between the end of 23 shots, many of them from
the regular season and the deep in the corner, to acbeguuung of the postseason count for her game-high 25
tournaments, the Murray points. Just as important
girls
basketball team was the defense played by
underwent a metamorptusis. Alexander and her cohorts.
What had been a conThe Tigers used a stingy 2tingent of strictly individual 3 zone to effectively cut off
efforts and inconsistency has Lone Oak's inside game.
now developed into possibly Repeatedly, the Flash
the best team in the region.
guards were turned back
The Tigers continued their from their drives with their
destruction of tournament shots blocked.
teams last night, crushing
Eventually, it became apLone Oak, 81-54. It was the parent that Lone Oak was
fourth straight postseason doomed to settle for 20win for Murray and comes footers rather than the
on the heels of last Tuesday lay-ups they prefer. Their innight's pasting of Hickman ability to hit from outside
County.
quickly took the Flash out of
Murray will now face Mar- the game.
shall County, a 42-37 over"We played excellent
time winner over Fulton defense," Fisher said.
County, for the right to ad- "Everyone hustled after the
go,
vance to the state tourna- ball. We really got after
ment. The tipoff tonight is at them and forced them into
7 p.m. in the Marshall Coun- taking some bad shots."
ty gymnasium.
Lone Oak finally got un"Our kids have finally tracked midway through the
DOMINATING THE REBOUNDING — Four Murray players surround the ball
come into their own," Mur- opening period and managed
as Velvet
ray coach Rick Fisher said. to cut the Murray lead to Jones(11)and Monica Greene(21) have their hands on it simukaneously in their 81-54
"We have always had the seven, 21-14, at the quarter win over Lone Oak,
BREAKING LOOSE — Murray guard Natalie Garfield (12) has an
open path to tke
Staff Photos Bs David Hisbilts
talent, but our confidence break. It was as close as the
basket shut off but is fouled on the drive.
players scoring almost at
was lacking early. Now we Flash would come for the
will, Murray was able to
have 12 individuals playing rest of the game.
open leads of up to 29 points
as one."
Despite suffering a tem- late in the contest.
With their newfound team- porary slump in the second
The Tigers continued their
work providing the edge, the period, Murray was able to
torrid shooting, canning 37 of
Tigers rambled into a 9-0 take a 43-32 lead into the
70 floor shots for 53 percent.
lead before Lone Oak had a locker room. Alexander
Lone Oak, forced to shoot
shot hit the iron. The first poured in eight points in the
through a forest of waving
three shots by the Flash quarter and Velvet Jones hit
Murray arms, could connect
were rejected by the aroused three straight shots to lead
on just 22 of 57 shots for 38
Murray defense.
the Tigers.
percent.
As would be the story all
"Velvet played her usual
Even more revealing was
By DAVID HIBBITTS
at Marshall County last helped us, too. We are night, it was the inside team- super game," Fisher said."I
Sports Editor
week as they held off the stronger player for player." work and passing of the just can't say enough about the weak free throw effort by
It took the Murray girls Lady Marshals,64-61.
In a game toward which Tigers that made the dif- per. I wish I had a whole the Flash, who could convert
only 10 of 29 free throws, a
four games this year to get to
Murray
has been aiming all ference. Tonya Alexander, %am of Velvet Joneses.
"I think we are playing a
statistic that becomes even
Marshall County, and, now little
season,
Fisher
Monica
Greene, Donna
talked about
"Tonya has stopped get- more
better now than Mardamaging since 12 of
that they have done it once, shall County
is," Fisher said the meaning it would have Rousse and Kim Tharpe con- ting frustrated at herself and those misses
were on the
there is no reason they can- about
for
his
team.
stantly posted up or picked has begun to play like
the diverging courses
not do it again, according to the teams
"If we win this one, there off Lone Oak players to set everyone knew she was front end of the bonus.
have taken. "I
Besides Alexander,
Tiger coach Rick Fisher.
know we can get the job is no doubt we deserve it the up each other for easy capable. She is one of the Greene
and Rousse led the
region championship)," he baskets.
Doing it again would bring done.
best players in the region.
Tigers with 14 points apiece.
said. "We have talked about
the Murray girls what they
The
players
four
combined
"We
let
down
a
little
in
the
"They were on top of the
Jones added 12 points and
there being no tomorrow and for 61 points, 26 rebounds second quarter," Fisher adhave believed they could mountain
with everybody
Tharpe eight as Murray
that anything is possible for and at least a dozen blocked mitted. "We warned the
achieve all along — a region shooting at
them the whole
heads into its fifth meeting of
the team that wants it the shots to completely over- girls that they could come
championship in tonight's 7 season, whereas
we had to
the season with Marshall
most.
p.m. game at Marshall build our team.
whelm the inside-oriented back. We told them that
I think we
County.
"We have to control the Flash.
County — despite their first are right where
there were only 32 minutes
we wanted to
Murray High 1810 — Candy Jackson
boards to win the game.
"We were trying to free left in this season if they
three losses to Marshall and be."
1 2-4 4. Velvet Jones 5 2-3 12; Monica
Another one of the keys for some of our people using couldn't keep the lead."
other stages of inconsistenTraditional Apparel
Greene 7 0-1 14; Tanya Alexander 12 1Indeed, the balance that
us tonight is how hard we screens and picks," Fisher
cy.
Inspired
by those 4 25: Kun Tharpe 4 0-0 8: Natalie GarFor Men & Ladies
Fisher has so patiently
field 1 14 3: Donna Rousse 7 0-0 14,
work
defensively.
explained. "Our front line thoughts, the Tigers ran Jodi Martin 0 1-2
Marshall County, whose brought to his team has
1: Lynette Thompson
It is going to be awfully did a good job of moving to away with the game in the 00.00. Jann Washer 00-00 37 7-17 81
record stands at 27-3 after resulted in more confidence
Lome Oak o 54 — Tracy Burton 43-5
going 24-2 and being ranked in players like sophomores tough to beat them again on the ball. Donna came in and second half. With the inside 11, Karen
Broadway at 14th
Herndon 8 0-1 16. Shen
Smith 50-4 10: Carol Hatoeck 2 2-10 6.
first in the state most of the Kim Tharpe and Donna their home floor. If we can
Paducah, Ky.42001
Tona Mullen 3 4-6 10: Jonna Vaden 01-2
latter part of the regular Rousse, along with the stay with them, we will be all
1; Dooper Winstead 00.1 0_ 22 10-29 54.
502-442-7083
season, had whipped a strug- tremendous improvement right.
Murray High
21 2207 21 — 81
"They
jumped
ahead
Lone
of
Oak .
us,
14 18 10 12 — 54
gling Murray team during shown by sophomore Monica
12-2, last time. I am hoping
the regular season by scores Greene.
we will not let that happen
of 67-60, 74-51 and 80-55.
"Marshall County has five again, even if we have to
But the rejuvenated Tigers talented players and can go take all five timeouts.
turned all that around in the about six deep," Fisher ex"If they beat us, they are
district championship game plained. ''Our bench has going to have to earn
it."
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Tigers'Improvement Is Difference

Spring
Sale

Murray Can Beat Marshall
Co. Again In Region Final

15%

Off
STOREWIDE
March 19,20,21

.••••

For Your Convenience
Big John Presents

"Courtesy Cord
t
if
it

CHECK CASHING CARD

(
: Patties

14 Lb. Box

5870

ATE

$2058

NAME 'PLEASE PONT

—OR-

BANK
BANK ACCOUN7 NUMBER

PURPLE HULL

PEAS

20 1.11. BOX

'HIS CARD i8 VALID IN

$1429

ONLY

APPL1CAN

Stop by our booth
cormenieatv located inside our note MondaySaturday I a.m.-9 p.m.
2. RI out a Gately
Card appliestio• form.
3. A Courtesy Card will
be Weal to you within
one week.
4.•

GIBSON HAM CO
107 Pl. 3rd St.

Hours: 7 00 5 00 Men in
7 00 I 00 set

Phone 753 1601

-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

C'44?

•

PROVIDING A UFT FROM THE BENCH — Murray forward Donna Rousse (24) pulls down an offensive
rebound to complement her 14 points

Its Fast 8 Easy
Sign up Today
Just what the
shopper of the
80's needs

22-6 I

Ii

51,,NAILIRE

How to get a
Courtesy Card

Anothei
made to
football t
season as
foot-4, 25
from 'frig
nounced h
for the Ra
Stevens
ing on wi

LEXIM
Kentucky
and his
puzzled a
why the ti
NCAA bi
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record
anyone v
But at Ke
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Still, the
Monday
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BIG JOHN'S
N2

S
Tc

St

Cheek Cashing Card

Try This Week's Special

Ii

or Your Convenience
F
A Courtesy

1

Card:

I blokes K as NM Is possible to
perches* groceries by check at
Big John's.
One card-one nornber-simple-fast-effeeient
2 Eliminates the nati for you to give ideotificalion for cashing cheeks Now cashiers
may not recognize you as one of our regular
customers This eliminates at ceeetioa
regarding identification
3 Speeds isp the cheek cashing preeeedere
Jest show your courtesy card--the cashier
records your number and you are on your
way

1st

RADII
TO FIT
At
Al
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Pitching, Baserunning Pick Up
Slack In MSU Win Over Rutgers

Turning from its reliance pitcher, who threw
out doubleheader beginning at 1
on power to stronger pit- Blaine at home
and then hit p.m. at Reagan Field today.
ching and improvising on the Peck on the back
on an atbases, the Murray State tempt to get the out
at first Rutgers 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 - 412 2
baseball team won its third base.
ii 70 2 0 0 2
Mara(
- 6 6 0
straight game from Rutgers
In the fifth inning, the
yesterday,6-4.
Racers capitalized on good
Despite giving up 12 hits, fortune again when Boone
Doug Rice struckout eight reached base on an error and
batters and walked three in 8 Blame connected for
his
1-3 innings before being third home run of the season.
relieved
by
Ronnie
A deuce proved to be the
Chancellor. Rice scattered magic figure for Murray
Rutgers' hits, allowing only. again in the eighth inning
one double and 11 singles.
when Peck led off with a douWith runners on first and ble and Scheel- followerYwith
second,
Chancellor a walk.
struckout the first hitter and
Carrell sacrificed both
then got the last out to clinch runners ahead, and Peck
the Racers'sixth win against beat the throw home by the
five losses.
shortstop on a grounder by
The Racers scratched for Jeff Oakley.
their first two runs in the
The Racers capped their
third inning when Clay scoring for the inning
and
Boone singled, went to se- the game when Tommy
cond when Gary Blaine was Gregg brought Scheer home
hit by a pitch and scored on a with a sacrifice fly, who had
single by Lee Hutson.
advanced to third base on
Hutson came home on a Oakley's grounder.
play of sheer hustle when
Murray continues its
Scott Peck lined hard to the series with .Rutgers with a

Bab AppleMale, P red Marebnime
Georg*ban Sil aid David AndiMatrai
Doug Rios, PAWN@ aMmodIsr 191 and
*If Oaiday. 3B - Dalt Peck MS1,
Marti DOM R I. MR - Gary Blame

4

A PAUSE BEFORE THE
FINAL CONGRAGULATIONS — Murray pitcher
Doug
Rice (leaving
mound at left) struckout
eight Rutgers batters in 8
1-3 innings before Ronnie
Chancellor
(being
greeted by catcher Jeff
Oakley, above) polished
off the last two.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Region Scores
Sy TM Mewrialed Pres.
liandey Results
Glrfa
Mt Regime •
Semifinals
Murray 81. lune Usk Si
Carman Co 43, Fulton Co.37101'
Ind Regain
Semifinals
Uadisorvdie64. Todd Cu Central 11
Webster Cu 75. Christian Cu. 26
3rd Region
Semifinals
emburo 36. Ofuo 5 15
Apollo 61, Hancock Cu 56
40 Realm
Clumplanship
Warren East 44. Barren I.
. 40
MI Regius
Semifinal.
Marion Co 69. Hart(51 L.,
Elirabethlown 61, Wasiiingt,,ei
.
6th Retire
Semifinals
Tr. iblv CO 49,Scott Co 47
Bullitt Central 53,Shelby i
Mk Region
Semdimb
Erlanger I Joyd 62. Campbel I 5. 61
Boone o 55, Cos Holy I L
190 Regina
Championship
(lark Co 51. Parts 42
Ilth Region
Semdinals
Frankfort W
Hills it. I.ex
I ,afayette 29
lex Henry Clay 51. Woodford C,,.38
12th Mega.*
Semifinals
Pulaslu Co. 4931onticell•• 36
Russell Cu 72, Garrard Co. Ti .(1T •
1311. Reg
Semifinals
Clay Co. 59, Cumberland 43
Bell Co. 40. Whitley Co. 39
1411. Region
Semifinals
M C. Napier 57, Jenkins 45
I eshe Co 51, Whitesburg 44
ISth Regina
Semifinals
Belfry- 83. Johnson Central 64
SlwIdon Clark 76, Alien Central 72
,(YT
161k Region
Semifinals
Rowan Co 54, East Carter
Ashland 47. Russell 44

Sports In Brief

NBA Standings

and 14 6 rebos.els per game
By The Allaecill441 Press
•
* The wooded Mum
MOGILEV
lawMn Uniknma
MONTREAL AP - Brian O'Neill.
TIFDIND
Atm& Diner
ROTTERDAM, The Netherlandi
executive sire pre1114[11t if the NaL
*4 GB
AP - Eric Wilbrords of The
tional Hockey League. announced nip1-Philmlitalae
58 17
773 Netherlands upset Amencan Pat
piementary hnes totaling $110110
141alai
$7
770
17
Nana taw elide, a coach and two Dimre 24.64,6-4 on the tarst day of a a-New York
44 26
916
players ss the result at two recent 11175.0119 WCT tennis tournament
Washington
35 40
463216
in other matches, Trey Waltke beat
blotch-clearing incidents
New Jens"
22 52
DI Re y
South African Eddie Edwards 6-2, 4-6
The garnes
involving the Min
°Mind
DINO=
7-5, and BLII Scanlon ousted Andres
newt:. North Mars and the Boston
y &vaulter
55 RI
733 Gomm of Ecuador 6-3,64
Bruins on Feb 36 wid the Philaidelplua
Indiana
41 14
547 14
Flyers and the Vara ouser Ca flocks on
Tannic* Rank of France rallied to
Chicago
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Western COMereme
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4Sweden 6-2 6-1
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47 91
sr
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37 36
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For the game at Boston that saw.
Houston
36 39
480 11
record 406 minutes in penalties handed
Denver
31 43
419
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out, the North Stars and Bruins resets Iii Ibr Awinled Pier
Utah
36 • DI 3114
ed supplementary fines ul $3,000 each
(another Conference
Debt.
1269
MR
34
,
2
Minnesota Coach Glen Sonmor was
Patrick Dalin
Pad& Oldie
fined $1,000 for his postgame conduct
W L T GE GA Ph
1-Pismo
53 28
For their clunny brook at Vancouver, N V
Islanders 41 17 12 313 113 94
x-Los Angeles
4$ 25
.011 4
the Flyers and Canucks were fined Philadetthis
111 21 L2 Rh 215 IIII Portland
39 36
$3914
$1,000 each for failing to restrain Ilwir Calgars
36 TZ 13 293 251 85
Golden
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383
4I6 Miy
players from leaving the benches, and
Y Rangers
Z.34 12 M2 235 82 San
Diego
42,3 IV
34 41
defensemen Frank Bathe of W astumetor.
22 32 16 252 2116 60
Seattle
33 42
440 20
Ptuladelphui arid Mario Maras of
MOM Mika
y-dinchal dminun tale
Vancouver,since traded to the Quebec n-St LOUIS
42 14 15 317 23699
x(clewhed
playoff
teeth
Nordiques, were fined the maximun
Chicago
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Memby's Lamm
permissible $500each for their parts ui VanCiAlVer
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the incident
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NEW YORK AP
Left wing Bob Colorado
5140 10 723 301 Ju
Mildew A tiro Vat
Bourne of the New York Islanders. Winnipeg
1S1 12 216 350 31
WM* A (Innen
110 scored a pair of ganw-winning
Wales CIMIereme
(hlwleigisi
A Neil Jerre,
goals last week, was named the NaSorra Lartion
Boston0 W AninKtun
tional Hockey. league's Player of the Montreal
40 19 11 B6 156 91
len
Amen
A Dab.
Week
Ins Angeles
38 22 10 2*2 251 86
Utah A Sin Arlin.
Bourne scored four goals and added Pittsburgh
2'7 33 10 272 310 64
Milwaukee A chow,
three assists to lead the Islanders to Hartford
1826 17 7241 331 51
Seattle A Denver
two victones and a tie in three games
Detroit
18 34 16 217 281 52
Sar, Diegi.
Ptittand
BASKETBALL
Mom Minna
NEW YORK AP - Moses Malone Buffalo
13 17 1) 274 210 65
of the Houston Rockets, who leads the Boston
33 25 12 282 243 78
National Basketball Association in re- Minnesota
31 24 16 254 234 76
Br The Assurubled Press
bounding and is second in the league in Quebec
25 30 15 270 284 65
scoring, was named the NBA Player of Toronto
BASEBALL
7434 12 '282 321 60
NATIONAL LEAGUE-Announced
the Week for the period ending SunxlInnhed attune) Utle
the retirement of Andy Olsen umpire
day, March 15
teladay's Can..
effective immediately
Malone scored IR points and grabbEcknonlon 7, F'atibirgh 6
ed 76 rebounds in helping the Rockets
HOCKEY
lady% Ganes
National Mickey league
to three victones in four games last
Qua.. A Detroit
DETROIT RED WINGS-Recalled
week The 6400t.10 center, who scored
Mailreal A NY Lstanden.
Dennis Polonich, center. from
51 points against Golden State last
Bahia a Li.. Aswan
Adironlick of the American Hockey
Wednesday., is averaging 23 0 points
Ftnshurgh A Vancurver
I eague

NHL Standings

Transactions

Big Ten Looms Bigger Every Day In NIT
By KEN RAPPOPORT
tional Invitation TournaAP Sports Writer
ment.
The Big Ten is looming
On the verge of the
bigger every day in the Na- quarterfinals, Minnesota,

Purdue and Michigan are all played Sunday night.
without Mike Kanieski. its
still standing tall — and lookThe results set up the leading scorer and
reing pretty healthy at that, following quarter-fi
nal pair- bounder for the season. The
according to their latest vic- ings: Michigan at Syracuse
6-10 junior center sprained
tims.
and West Virginia at Min- his right anklit taking a
jump
"That team was 9-9 in the nesota on Thursday night
shot at the 17:02 mark of the
Big Ten — and it gives you and Duke at Purdue
and first half.
an idea of how they play South Alabama at Tulsa
FriHe was sent to the hospital
basketball in the Big Ten," day night.
for X-rays, which were
said Connecticut Coach Dom
Trent Tucker, hitting 14 of negative, at halftime after
Perno after suffering an 84- 17 shots from the
field, soaking the ankle in ice.
66 humiliation at home to the scored a career-hig
h 35 Later, he returned to the
By WILL GIRLMSLEY
over here.
Gophers Monday night.
points as Minnesota rolled Flyers' bench on crutches.
AP Special Correspondent
"I am not one to cry 'wolf:
"They got inside people, past Connecticut.
SevenLeo Rautins and Erich
Parental concern is nice if I don't complain when my they got outside people,
they foot-two sophomore center Santifer
combined for 91
you're a little girl in pigtails shoulder hurts. But it was a have seven quality players
Randy Breuer added 19 points to power Syracuse
and ribbons but, if you're troublesome year for me. I and will be tough to beat
in points for the Gophers, 16 in over Holy
Cross.
over 21 and an independent- had to take care of them the NIT."
the second half when the Big
Rautins, a 6-foot-8
minded multi-millionaire, it financially as well as emoSo willPurdue, which beat Ten team pulled away from
sophomore transfer from
can be a drag.
tionally."
Dayton 50-46 in another se- a tight 37-33 lead at intermisMinnesota, scored 21 points
Martina Navratilova
Martina's father, Mirek, cond round game Monday sion.
and pulled down 10 refound it so when her parents mother Jana and little sister night.
"I felt I couldn't miss," bounds. Santifer finished
and little sister moved in on Jana returned to Prague at
"They just manhandled us said Tucker. "Our team
is with 20 points to help the
her last year and took much the end of last year after on the boards," said Dayton
oriented to the big guy Orangemen improve their
of her attention away from eight months in this country'. Coach Don Donoher. "It was
Another addition had been for his first season, was
( Breuer), but I had the record to 20-11.
a
"Tim definitely has the tennis, which
is her America wasn't for them. a case of finesse."
made to the Murray State three-year letterman
rhythm, and the coach told
at potential to be an excellent livelihood.
Kenny Dennard scored 25
football team for the 1981 Trigg County, where
With fewer responsibilities,
Those games were two of me to put it up.•'
he college player," MSU head
points and Vince Taylor add"I
love
them
dearly,"
season as Tim Stevens. a 6- played center and defensive
said Martina's tennis game, seven played Monday night
Tucker
entered
the game ed 17 as Duke beat Alabama.
coach Frank Beamer said. the gifted Czechoslo
vakian which had been in the as the NIT field dwindled to
foot-4, 250 pound lineman tackle.
with a 14.1 average.
"He has great size and runs defector Monday' when
Duke held a 61-58 lead late in
she doldrums, suddenly came to eight teams. Elsewhere.
from Trigg County, had anSelected to the all-Western well. The most important
"Tucker has been a real the second half when
came to New York to pro- life again.
Taylor
nounced his intention to play Kentucky Conference team,
Syracuse
whipped
Holy
good shooter," said Minthing is that he wants to be a mote the $300,000
Avon
for the Racers.
The 24-year-old left- Cross 77-57: Duke stopped nesota Coach Jim Dutcher. hit a free throw to extend the
Stevens was also named good football player."
lead to four. Talyor hit two
Championships March 25-29 hander, twice winner at Alabama 75-70; South
Stevens, who will be walk- honorable mention all-state
"But he just proved himself more free throws with
Stevens was coached at in Madison Square Garden,
2:55
ing on with the MSU squad after the past season.
Wimbledon and No.I in world Alabama nipped Georgia 73- a little more tonight."
Trigg County by Dixie Jones. "but they were miserable
remaining to give Duke a
women's rankings in 1978 72; West Virginia edged
Forward Mike Scearce six-point advantage
,64-58.
and 1979, has won four of the Temple 77-76 in overtime had three baskets
and two
Later, Alabama pulled to
six tournaments on the Avon and Tulsa downed Texas-El assists in the final
seven within two points on a basket
winter tour, losing only two Paso 72-67. Michigan scored minutes to help Purdue
beat by Eddie Phillips, but that
matches, and is the top- a runaway 80-68 victory over Dayton. Dayton was forced
was as close as the Crimson
seeded favorite in the Toledo in the only NIT game to play most of the game
Tide got the rest of the way.
climactic Avon Championships.
Although three of her
strongest rivals — Chris
Evert Lloyd, enjoying a sabLEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)
advance in the NCAA tour- percent from the field in
the tice all year," said Dickey batical with her family;
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall nament. Kentucky lost to
loss to UAB, but their foe Beal, who started at guard Tracy Austin, sidelined by a
and his Wildcats are as unheralded
Alabama - didn't do much better, hit- along with Minniefield sciatic nerve, and young Anpuzzled as anybody as to Birmingham 69-62 Sunday
in ting 41.3. However, UAB 31 against UAB,"but we never drea Jaeger, with a foot ailwhy the team fizzled in the the Mideast Regional
at of 40 free throws, while Ken- really' learned how to carry ment — haven't been fit to
NCAA basketball tourna- Tuscaloosa, Ala.
tucky shot just 21 from the that with us and do it every challenge, Martina refuses
ment.
"To me,•" said guard Dirk stripe, hitting 16.
game. I don't know how to to concede that her winter's
At many schools, a 22-6 Minniefield, "the
whole
'We froze on the explain it."
success would have been difrecord wouldn't make thing in a nutshell
is this: 'perimeter," Hall said of the
ferent if everybody had been
"For
me,"
said
7-foot-1
anyone wonder anything. This season just went
from poor offensive show from the center Sam Bowie, who had well and active.
But at Kentucky, it seems, bad to worse. It's a
shame. Wildcats. "Our players had just eight points against
"When I am healthy and
the fans expect more.
As far as our talent go& thIS a fear of responsibility'
of UAB, "against guys like able to apply myself, I can
Still, the players continued team never did scratch the throwing
'
the ball inside or Herbie Williams of Ohio beat any or all of them," she
Monday to search for surface of its talent."
shooting."
State) I goit psyched up out says with finality. Most tenreasons for their failure to
Kentucky Shot just 40.4
"We worked hard in prac- of my head because I knew I nis critics agree — this
would have to play just to be young Czechoslovakian has
in the game with him. When all the tools for greatness.
She has been overpoweryou play guys like WAR
centers Donnie Speer and ing in winning at Cincinnati.
( Norman f Anchrum, you Chicago, Los Angeles and
know they're good hall Dallas. She crushed Jaeger
players, but they haven't 6-4, 6-0 in Los Angeles and
been getting the publicity Pam Shriver 6-2, 6-4 in
and a lot of people just take Dallas.
Martina first came to
them for granted."
TRS-80 MODEL III
"We never totally grew up America as a 16-year-old in
• Compact Integrated Design
as a ballclub," said Min- 1973 and fell in love with the
With Built-In 12' Monitor
niefield. "Certain
in- country. During the U.S.
Fits Easily on a Desktop
dividuals grew up, but we Championships at Forest
• Over BO Ready-to-Run Programs
never really' grew up as a Hills in 1975, she announced
to Choose From, Or Write Your
that she planned to leave her
team."
Own Programs For Business 8
Did the loss at Tuscaloosa home and family in
Personal Use
Czechoslovakia and seek
hurt?
• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
"Sure it hurts," said Min- asylum in the United States.
and 2 Disk Drives
Martina Americanized
[liefield,"because I know the
price I paid to have a good herself immediately. She
• The Perfect Starter Computer
learned English until now
season."
The Insurance Center
That Grows with Your Needs
"This year we knocked on she speaks fluently. She
Of Murray
went
through the jeans and
the door. Next year we're goFrom
901
Sycamore
ing to knock the door down," rock craze. She become an
RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
avid Dallas Cowboys football
Phone
753-8355
Minniefiel
said.
d
When
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000.
reminded that he stole that fan.
Martina has gone through
line from Rum Phillips, MinAVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES, COMPUTE
all procedures for American
niefield had a quick reply.
R
CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK
-Yeah, but Rum didn't citizenship and is awaiting
FOR LISTINGS.
• ,
have the players. We've got final word, expected in the
'AND'. I ORPORATION
PHICF C MAY VARY At 141,,
,In, A'
'
most couple or three months.

Navratilova Has
Come Alive Again

Stevens Is Latest Addition
To Murray Football Roster

22-6 Record Usually Would Not Cause Wonder

Hall, Wildcats As Puzzled As Anybody
About Why Season Fizzled In NCAA

ATTENTION FARMERS
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
is now available from
King-Landolt Insurance

Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this
year, think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very
Ramonable! Insured are covered under an all risk
basis of hail, wind, draught and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can
be tailored to your farming operation. Just call David
King, Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and
bad, it pays off.
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Hijacking Over For Hostages
But Still Continues For Syria

Curris....

PM
Continued From Page ii

As for the charge that C urns
of regents shall, as soon as is
'*From that point forward:*
alienated members of the James L. reasonably convenient,
be submitted
Christopher continued, a majority of
Hurley family over the handling of a
to the board, and provided further.
the board has attempted to proceed
$250,000 bequest, Curns said,
that ... in such instances the president
according to law...
By STE:1E1...MM)1
A ineinticr at the hotel been indicted iii New York
• The president did nut handle the ...
tawa expected the Syrian
shall consult with the chairman of the
Associated Press Writer
Christopher said that from his point
staff reported many of the on charges that he was a
government to cooperate in bequest from the . Hurley estate.
board of regents before taking any acof view as chairman ''it was not in the
DAMASCUS, Sy na AP freed prisoners said they member
of a nag smuggling sending the men home.
That estate was awarded to and
tion as to policy not yet established by
best interest of the university for the
-- The hijacking is over for want to return to Pakistan heroin and
hashish oil into
The
86
the board."
Pakistani received by the board of regents
board to remain split with so many
most of the hostages but nut "to continue the struggle the
United States. The State passengers and the crew of which assigned responsiblity for
Corns said he followed that policy
the
crucial decisions that need to be made
for Sy na. It's left with a against the government of Departm
ent revoked his the airliner Pakistani adnurustraion of the estate to its inexpressly in his handling of the
bunch of Pakistanis who President Zia ul-Haq."
immediately so that Murray State
passport and said he would jetliner flew to Saudi Arabia vestments committee."
withdraw
al
of
the
application and
University May continue to Move foi didn't want to leave home,
He quoted a spokesman for be issued documents for Monday
turns also pointed out that he had
for a pilgrimage to
charged that the board should have
ward.
three hijackers it doesn't the prisoners as saying, travel only
to the United Mecca, Islam's holiest been contacted by a member of the
acted
on
the issue at its Feb. 7
know what to do with, an "None of us wanted to leave States.
"In a governing structure such as
But for the time be- shrine, as guests of the Saudi Hurley family who indicated "exmeeting rather than the March 14 sesthat in effect at Murray State," the
American wanted on drug Pakistan." and that Zia's ing he
was holed up in a government. They are to be treme displeasure over having their
sion.
board chairman said, the person
charges in the United States government forced them to Damascu
s hotel.
family name introduced in this
flown home Wednesday.
•'Because six regents chose to file
hired by the board to run the day-toand a Canadian believed to go.
Another freed hostage who
charge...
."
The
other freed American
this charge to fire me, the issue was day operation must
be an escaped convict.
have the conThey were exchanged passed himself off as hostage,
Responding to the charge that steps deliberately not resolved," Curris fidence of
Freclenck Hubbell,
The hijackers of the Saturday for the 101 Lawrence Clifton
the majority of that board
Mangum a 30-year-old lawyer from toward eliminating the geography
claimed.
and when he does not, all business
Pakistani airliner and the 54 passengers and crew of New York
City was ar- Des Moines, Iowa, flew to major at MSU was unjustified, Curris
comes to a standstill. The board must
political prisoners released members who were held rested by
Chairman Responds
Syrian police at the Frankfurt, West Germany said:
,
Board of regents chairman Ron then correct the problem.
by Pakistan in response to hostage aboard a Boeing 720 request of
the Canadian for a reunion with his wife
•'This charge defies reason; it is inChristopher today declined to comthe hijackers' demand are jetliner for 13 days in Kabul. governme
'sj'he hearing on March 28 provides
nt. It tentatively Charlotte, and his parents.
conceivable that any regent, especialment directly on the charges released
being held under heavy Afghanistan, and Damascus identified
a means by which I hope our boanl
him as an escaped
Hubbell and his wife were ly a regent elected by the faculty, by Curris or Curris' response
guard at the Damascus Air- by three heavily armed convict
to those members.. can collectively bring this
named Lawrence on a round-the world trip could vote to fire a president
because
charges.
port Hotel while the Syrian young opponents of
matter to a conclusion," Christopher
Lome, who escaped from when the jetliner was hijack- he made a professional
reconune
"I'm
ndainclined at this point to try to added."I think it is important that the
government decides what to Pakistan's military regime. Canada
in 1976 while serving ed over Pakistan. She was tion to the board that a
program
put the issue in the proper perspective public be informed.
be
to with them.
President Zia said a seven-year prison sentence freed
with other women and eliminated."
in an effort to stop the media circus inLibya agreed to give them Pakistan got rid of "some for
"I sincerely hope Dr. Curtis makes
importing drugs.
children
in
Curris
Kabul
gave
on
as reasons for the
March
to which it has grown," Christopher the remaining charges
and the hijackers asylum, bad eggs."
public and
Neither the United States 7,one day after the hijackers recommendation
that only nine in- said.
(hen reneged. So far, they
sincerely hope that the attorneys for
One of the freed hostages, nor Canada have an extradi- shot and
killed a Pakistani dividuals have graduated from the
have been granted only tem- Craig Clymore,
Christopher pointed out that a the university and Dr. Curris
will be
24, of tion treaty with Syria, but of- diplomat who was among
the geography program during the past discussion of Curris' performance able to conclude this hearing
porary asylum by Syria.
Laguna Hills, Calif., has ficials in Washington and Ot- passenger
should
five years and that only ten are curs.
was held at the Feb. 7 meeting but be open to the public," Christoph
er
rently enrolled as geography majors.
that discussion "was called to a halt said.
Curris claimed the university's
because of time limitations due to the
Judge J. Paul Keith Jr., who has
cooperative program with NASA
impending dedication of the Universi- been appointed to hear argument
s in
known as LANDSAT would not be af- ty Center."
the suit filed by turns, is expected to
fected by elimination of the major.
Christopher said Curris was advis- make a decision by Thursday on a moIn response to the charge about his ed of the subject matter of
the closed tion filed by attorneys for the regents
relationship with the local communi- door discussion with the
intent that that the suit be dismissed.
ty, Curris said:
the matter would be continued at a
Keith has announced that if he rules
"I don't know if this charge is wor- meeting two weeks later.
BorHERBERT SPARROW
not to dismiss the legal action, a hearopinion by state school of- volunteer
ed to pay the legal
While the Crittenden Coun- thy of a response. Let me simply say,
Associated Press Writer
"Unfortunately, the news media ing on the suit will be held Monday,
ficials, says his view is that costs for any
school board ty suit is the only one pen- since Feb. 7,1 have been flooded with
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( API the Supreme Court
reported allegations and speculations March 23, at 9 a.m.
meant to that is sued. It is also pro- ding in Kentucky
calls
the
at
time,
from citizens throughout this that indicated action was taken
- Local school boards are ban the posting of
Curris'suit against the board is twoat that
the Ten viding legal aid for the 90 Stone says
it will not be the county offering their support and ex- meeting when in
being caught in the middle of Commandments
fact it was not," pronged. One portion of the action
in public disgruntled Cnttenden Coun- last.
pressing their collective outrage that Christopher said. "What
a controversy over posting classrooms under any
could have seeks a temporary' restraining order
cir- ty residents who filed suit
"We will find plaintiffs. six regents would damage 58 years of been a very
copies of the Ten Command- cumstances.
beneficial discussion prohibiting the board from enforcing
March
4
seeking
to
have
the
Sooner or later we will file progress and the growing prominence between the board
ments in public school
An informal survey by the Ten Command
and the president a resolution stripping him of his
ments put suits against every district of their university."
classrooms.
turned into a public issue which piesidential powers.
Associated Press turned up back up in
their
schools.
that doesn't comply," Stone
The president said he "did not brought about numerous
A group of Crittenden 10 districts whose
The second facet of the suit seeks to
complaints
boards
The Crittenden County said. "I am not fanatic, but I know" what the charge
County residents have sued have voted to keep
about univer- and allegations which the board was preven five members of
the copies Board of Education voted
the board
will see it through. There is sity housing means. "I don't think duty-bound to
their local school board up. Another eight
investigate and, if from participating in the charges filed
districts Feb. 26 to have the copies
no shortage of interest and there is any question but that there deemed necessar
because it voted to remove have voted to take
y, rectify.
against Curris.
them removed in light of the no
shortage of plaintiffs."
has been and continues to be positive
the copies from the schools. down.
Supreme Court ruling and
managem
ent,
while a Louisville civil rights
construct
ive change,
Tom Riner, executive
Stone says he is waiting to
and progress in our residence halls,"
attorney says he will go to director of the Heritage Beshears advisory opinion. see what the Jefferson
CounThe suit contends the
Curris
said.
court against any school Foundation, says he
has copies in Crittenden County ty board of education, which
board which votes to leave heard of 16 districts
On the action concerning the FM
that were donated to the schools controls the state's largest
them up.
have voted to keep the copies years
school district, will do. The radio station application, Curris said,
ago,
before
the
law
"The charge that as president I acted
The controversy stems up.
WASHINGTON (API —Some of the
Major industrial customers were
went into effect in June, 1978, board has not yet acted on without the board's
from a 1978 law requiring
approval in eight million people served by the
But Bill Stone, the Ken- and
the issue.
expected to say they are being overconstituti
the
onal
rights
authorizi
that copies of the Ten Com- tucky' Civil Liberties
ng
withdraw
the
al
of
our
apTennesse
e
Valley
"If
Authority are get- charged to help repay TVA
they do vote to take
Union of the donors are being
loans
mandments be posted on the attorney who successfu
ting their chance to tell a Senate com- because the federal
them down it may influence plication ... is simply not true."
lly violated.
utility refuses to
Curris
walls of public school pursued the original
pointed
to
a
policy
adopted
mittee
why they think they are paying capitalize its interest costs.
law suit
Louisville attorney Ted other counties that are still by the board
classrooms. That law was challenging the law, says
of regents Aug. 20, 1978, too much for electricity.
he Amshoff Jr., who is debating," Stone said.
struck down by the U.S. has official word
under
which
"board
the
does
delegate
Groups representing industries and
Stone also admitted that
TVA's rates jumped more than 25
on only representing the plaintiffs in
Supreme Court last fall.
to the president of the university the other customers served
three districts — Warren the case,
percent during the past year and are
by the
wrote his own opi- he feels he has a better right, power and authority
Backers of the law, led by County, Hopkins County;
... to make government-owned authority were
due to climb an additional 8 percent to
and nion to the Heritage Founda- chance at winning if he goes
the Kentucky Heritage Shelby County — refusing
rules and regulations for the gover- scheduled to testify today as
10 percent next month. The rates have
the
to tion Jan. 30 interpreting the to court if it is in Jefferson
Foundation in Louisville, remove the copies.
nance
of
the university, provided, Senate Environment and Public
County.
nearly doubled since 1975, but the
Supreme Court decision.
contend the ruling only
however
that all matters pertaining to Works Committee concludes its first
Many local boards, caught
TVA said they remain about 20 per"The issue of voluntary
Stone said he will also go to policy not yet established by the board
struck down the law and did in an uncomfortable
full-scale look at the TVA in six years.
cent below the national average.
political posting of gifts to local federal
court
on
a
civil
rights
not apply to copies donated tightspot, are waiting
to see school boards was never suit. Calling
it his ace in the
to schools.
how the judicial dust settles before
the
courts
•
at
..
hole,
any
Stone
said
"I don't feel
But Attorney General before taking a stand.
•
^ult•LoliF
stage of the proceedings in a federal judge will waste 20
-141kaLgiultako4o
Steve Beshear, asked for an
WWWWW 1011,1.
Riner's organization has the case,"
Amshoff said.
minutes on a case that is so
aohit,ie
"It would be a tragic blatantly clear."
mistake to perceive the
Stone also warned that if
Supreme Court's ruling...as he has to go to court he will
awn,
et/
a license or mandate to not compromise and will
Ralph Bogard escaped sons who went later to the .us
eV• '
search the public classrooms seek the largest possible fatal injuries on
Monday scene said about seven or
and remove or destroy the damages, against both the morning when a
gravel pit eight loads of gravel covered
+PG
gifts of private citizens to local board and its members where he was loading
E
gravel Bogard except that he was
their local schools."
individually.
in his truck caved in on him, able to keep his head above
Jul
according to his wife, Eva. the gravel.
-"Aar
Ite
The accident occurred about
He sat there for about 45
9:30 a.m.
minutes calling for help, but 19iltr,f
Bogard was at the gravel no one was nearby to hear
pit west of Coldwater loading him. The loader was still 1.1Cateteu
holtesalkaul
his truck with a loader when running in reverse and he JO'
the cave in occurred. Per- was finally able to get it goLOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — fessional Journalists.
ing and it went about 100 feet
His
KEEP THAT GREAT
The press in the United remarks came on Freedom
backward before running in
GM FEELING WITH
States faces an expensive of Information Day, held
a bank where water was
in
GENUINE GM PARTS
battle to maintain freedom conjunction with the
standing.
birthof information, but the only day of James
Bogard then was in water rirtlroti.•
Madison,
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19
answer is to continue to pay author of the Bill of
.
,
to about his waist. He was 11.1”ota,
Rights in
the price, according to a the U.S. Constitution.
able to dig himself out and
NEW
YORK
Lexington publisher.
(AP) — More get to his truck where he
-•-.1
Black recalled one case in
Creed C. Black, chairman which the Lexington major banks today cut their drove to the home of Mr. and 47
eY
1M•ao;
prime
rates to 17.5 percent, Mrs. Elmer Sholar on
and publisher of The Lex- newspaper fought to prevent
matching the industry low Highway 121 North and an
ington Herald-Leader Co., a reporter from being
.309 N. 16th
jailed
ON
TE CARLO OR CAMARO
set last week.
made his remarks Monday for refusing to reveal a
ambulance was called to
news
Among those cutting their transport him to the Murraynight to a group of source. He said that the one
She and the rest of GranLouisville-area journalists week of legal fees required rates from the 18 percent Calloway County Hospital. ,
TAKE DELIVE
H !MARCH 1
ny's gang invite you to
on the legal battles his to prevent the reporter from level that had prevailed for
Mrs. Bogard said his insm
newspapers have fought on going to jail cost "more the week were Citibank, the juries included two cracked •.11/S
enjoy the saint; fine sitbehalf of freedom of infor- money that it would have nation's second-largest, and vertebrae, pulled muscles in
ties at the ame fine
mation in the past year.
cost us to put another No. 5 Morgan Guaranty his neck, and numerous
nromm,
prices.
As a result of those battles, reporter on our staff for one Trust Co.
bruises and contusions. He is
Some smaller, regional listed in stable condition by
one of the papers under year."
001.0
ON ANY '81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE
.
Black's direction, the Lext
1.$7,r'enr m m m m m
m m a,.
He said, "We can win banks followed suit, and in- officials at the hospital this
m
MAO
mm
dustry
analysts said they ex- morning.
ington Herald, won the E.W. when we fight these things
-.400.0.11
Dwain Taylor Chovrokt Inc.
:7"
pected the lower rate to
Scripps Freedom of Infor- but it gets expensive."
753-2617
641 South, Murray
spread
nationwide within
mation Award earlier this
Black recalled a New York
OMAiJTV
year.
I%
Times case in which the days.
GM
Chemical led the move to
Black spoke to the newspaper paid about a half
alingliML UW005 num% ni vino*/
•
17.5 percent last week, but no
Louisville chapter of Sigma million dollars to keep
its
other major banks followed
Delta Chi, the Society of Pro- reporter out of jail.
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF HIS OFFICE
until Chase Manhattan
Bank, the third-largest, and
FOR
No. 9 First National Bank of
Chicago cut their rates More
day.
The cuts reflect slackened
loan demand from corporaYOUR CHOICE Or
AT
tions in recent weeks and
;.“
reductions in banks' cost of
funds.
104 NORTH 5TH STREET
The prime rate is the in(Former Clinic Building)
terest banks charge their
SUITE 201
best corporate customers,
although the
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
banks
sometimes offer lower rates
to keep from losing borOFFICE HOURS:
Ea
THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE'
rowers. The prime does not
BY APPOINTMENT
apply to consumer loans.
Kt-AralltuSNO
RRAPTP:KNG
Y. C72
The prime rate rose to a
TELEPHONE:
record 21.5 percent in
December, but has declined
759-1041
slowly since then.

Crittenden Citizens Sue School
Board Over 10 Commandments

NIA
is part

Carali

TVA Customers Express
Concerns About Costs

Ralph Bogard Stable
After Cave-In Incident
At Gravel Pit Monday

Spring Sale Ends
Saturday March 21, 1981
Open Daily Noon On Sat.
Industrial Rd. Ph. 753-1423

Granny's
Porch

Press To Pay Price To
Continue Battle For
Freedom Of Information

Southern
States

Patsy Pierce
the past and
present head cook
and manager of

is now the
full owner of

More Major
Banks Reduce
Prime Rates

Granny's
Porch

'700 cAs
BONUS
"
$50

It

CHARLES C. PATTERSON, M.D.

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
A FULL 1/4 CARAT " FLOWER CLUSTER"

kr

, •

30% OFF

REG.$600
,
$3
JOS _____.:5

95. ,_

MICHELSON JEWELERS

s,

.,•
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.
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FAMILY PRACTICE
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rainy d
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Head Start Involves Families
'ii

is
It.
-

HEALTH COMPONENT — Regular tooth brushing
is part of the routine for Head Start student Darlene
Carasi and the rest of her classmates.

'5

0
MOVEMENT ROOM — A classroom has
special
equipment for exercising and playing
inside on a
rainy day. Climbing and jumping are encoura
ged'
with mats on the floor for soft landings. Childre
n in
photo are: Davon Ballard, Bonnie Payne,
Chris
Deboe, Bradley Kelso, Connie Payne,
Maurice
Thomas, Donnie Thomas.

The Head Start Program is
more than just a pre-school
educational program for
children. Much more! The
federally funded program
designed
primarily
for
children from low income
families touches every aspect
of the child's development by
its commitment to involving
families.
The four components of the
program: educational services, health services, social
services and parent involvement are each given equal
weight in both funding and
staff support. Educators have
long realized the importance
of the parents' education, support and involvement in their
child's
schooling
when
measuring achievement and
success. Head Start Director
Judy Whitten says, "We conside the parents to be the
primary educator of the
child" and her belief in that
philosophy
is evident
throughout the program.
PARENT INVOLVEMENT
The parent involvement
component offers many levels
of participation so that
parents can become involved
at the level where they feel
comfortable. One level occurs
through home visits during
which parents are encouraged
to actively participate in their
Rhild's learning. A teacher
and a "home visitor" visit
each child regularly and conduct individualized lessons
showing the parent how to use
the educational materials and
helping them to understand
the learning experiences
which are taking place at the
Center. Materials and books
are left to be used by the family until the next visit. Parents
are proud of their child's
educational growth when they
have such a close connection
with it. That pride increases
their acceptance of part of the
responsibility to help their
child learn.
Parents are encouraged to
volunteer their time to serve
as aides in the classroom, bus
drivers, teacher's assistants,
cooks, playground supervisors
and office helpers. In addition
to helping parents feel comfortable in the school setting,
volunteers also
permit
teachers to spend more time
with individual children.
A Policy Council which advises, approves and makes
changes in the program is

By KAYE PEEBLES
A child from a family of five children ranging in
age from
four to seventeen enters the Head Start Prograni in
the fall of
197e. The family lives in the country and both parents
are
unemployed. The mother has undergone several
illnesses.
The father was injured on the job and is temporar
ily unable
to work. The family has many needs and not
much hope for
the future With the help of Head Start staff,
referrals, and an
incredible amount of self-determination, many
changes occur for the family during the next two years.
As a result of routine health testing the Head
Start child is
properly fitted with glasses and his classroom
attention and
ability increase noticeably. The mother has
surgery and
after a long convalescent period is encouraged
to volunteer in
the Head Start program. As her health and
self-confidence
improve, she feels confident enough to become
involved in
the Policy Council the next year.
The father, through vocational rehabili
tation, obtains
employment. He also becomes a regular
volunteer at the
Head Start Center and realizes first-hand
that fathers influence their children's growth and development.
Through their own self-determination, the
support and encouragement of Head Start staff and the
services of other
helping agencies in the community, the family
has achieved
a sense of hope and success they didn't
believe possible two
years ago.
This is a composite picture of actual cases
which have been
served by the Head Start program.

bons of their children's potential.
Director Whitten observes,
"Head Start has had an impact on improving the lives of
children and families in Murray and Calloway County by
generating improved health
care for young children, more
responsive social services for
families, and greater
awareness in parents of the
needs of their pre-school
SPONSORING AGENCY — Director Judy Whitten
children."
The Head Start slogan, and Murray City Schools Superintendent Robert G.
"Touching
Children, Jeffrey confer on plans for the Head Start program.
Reaching Families" is ge- As the sponsoring agent, the Murray School System
nuinely demonstrated by the is responsible for receiving the federal
allocation
Murray program.
and for its proper distribution.

made up of at least 50 percent
families in the community
parents and 50 percent cornmwiity representatives. The
HEALTH COMPONENT
16-member committee is
Another way of educatinis
charged to promote the betand providing assistance for
terment of Head Start and its
parents and children is
children.
through health services. ComDuties of the Policy Council
plete medical examinations
include: use of parent activity
by a qualified pediatrician Dr.
funds; approval of community
Clegg Austin, are provided for
representatives; approval of
POLICY COUNCIL — Membership on
each child. Children are
the Policy Council gives parents a
parent activities; review of
direct involvement in the decision-makin
checked by dentists Dr. Buryearly budget; review and apg process. The 1980-81 Policy
Council members are, from left, Bill Harris,
ton Young and Dr. Ronald
proval of job descriptions and
publicity chairperson; Mary
Harris; Brenda Lessmann; Dortha William
Babb and given flouride
filling vacancies; assistance
s; Betty Kelso, treasurer; Lee
treatments. The health
Williams, visitor; Al Kelso, president;
with evaluation of staff; a link
Sandra Tharp, vice president; Cozdepartment keeps immunizazette Mazique; Mayor Melvin Henley; Joe
between other agencies and
Arnold; Floyd Lessman.
tions
up
to
date
the Head Start program; and
and does tests
for
a
variety
of deseases. Dr
interviewing applicants for
Tom Muehleman provides
jobs and making recommenregular
testing and counseling
dations.
services.
"Unquestionably the Policy
In addition, health educaCouncil has a great deal of
tion is taught as a regular part
responsibility but the staff is
of the educational program.
dedicated to involving parents
Doretha Stubblefield, health
on more than a surface level.
coordinator, recognized the
True involvement and support
contributions of Glinda Jefcan only take place when
frey, Murray City Schools food
parents are a part of the deciservice director, for providing
sion making process," accoreducational kits and materials
ding to Mrs. Whitten.
in the area of nutrition and
Regular parent meetings
health for use in the
are held which feature special
classrooms.
programs and speakers. AtOf course, parents must
tendance is usually high ingive their consent for any of
dicating the interest of
the health services which are
parents in what is going on.
provided. They are encouragSome examples of recent proed to accompany their child to
grams are Dr. Tom
any of the appointments.
Muehleman, Murray State
University
clinical
EDUCATION COMPONENT
psychologist, speaking on
Naturally, education for
ways to reduce stress in daily
HOME VISITS — Personalization of the
pre-school youngsters is the
educational process occurs when
living and Chuck Guthrie,
teacher
s visit student's home and conduct individu
basis
of
the
Head
Start
profrom the MSU Adult Learning
alized lessons. In photo,
from left, Ann Perry, teacher and home
gram. The center based class
Center explaining a program
-based supervisor, visits students
Connie
meets
and
every
Bonnie
morning and
Payne and their mother, Mary Payne.
for obtaining the BED cerserves 20 children who are
tificate. A Head Start parent
kinderga
rten age. Children in
also presented classes in
the Home Center Class are
crafts.
visited in their homes every
Social activities for parents
two weeks and their learning
are
not
neglected.
experiences are much the
Understanding
that
same as any kindergarteners.
sometimes parents need to get
The home based classes are
out of the house and spend
for 3, 4, and 5 year old
time with other adults, the
children. They attend half day
policy council plans activities
classes twice a week and parlike bowling, disco dancing
ticipate in home visits every
and jogging. One of the most
week. "The children love the
popular recent activities was
special attention and develop
a family skating party.
a closeness to the school as a
Parents who are not high
result of the personalization of
school graduates are enthe home visits," said Ann
couraged and helped to acPerry, home based superquire high school equivalency
visor.
certificates. Career developThe main goal of the educament is stressed and
tion component is to provide
unemployed parents are
activities which lead toward
helped to develop marketable
social competence. The proskills.
gram is requirsd by federal
legislation" to serve at least 10
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES — The main
SOCIAL SERVICES
educational goal of Head Start
percent handicapped children.
programs is to provide activities which
lead toward social competence. In
Sharon Barrett, Social SerScreening, diagnosis, therapy
photo, teacher Renee Linn conducts
a lesson with students, clockwise
vices coordinator, is a friendly
and special materials are profrom left, Carrie Lee, Brett Harris,
Regina Ghan, Reggie Sims, Michael
face to parents when they
vided handicapped students.
Carroll, Rose Ann Yaple.
must confront mysterious
Head Start is committed to the
bureaucracies and forms to
concept of mainstreaming.
fill out for help in times of
Project Head Start has been
desperation. She helps parents
the subject of several
get in touch with agencies
research studies. The latest
which in turn can help them
findings show that children
with such problems as housenrolled in Head Start and
ing, clothing, food stamps,
other early intervention proutilities or other emergency
grams are far less likely to be
needs.
held back a grade or assigned
Ms. Barrett explains,
to special education classes
"Often people are confused
than low-income children who
and uninformed about where
did not attend an early
to go for services. An imporchildhood program. Children
tant function of a Head Start
who had gone through Head
Social Services coordinator is
Start and other programs also
to advocate for community
scored higher in math, had
services that are unavailable
stronger self-concepts and had
for Head Start and low income
parents with greater expecta-

r

MAGIC Of PUPPETRY — Lindsay Mazique
enjoys learning with puppets
when he's performing or when his teacher uses
the puppets for lessons.

Photos By
Kaye Peebles
INTRIGUING LESSONS — Teacher Anne Perry conduct
s a lesson with puppet Mr. Pazoo. Students in photo are: Maurice
Thomas, Bradley Kelso,
Rebecca Duncan, Elham Ghaffari, Heather Myers, Connie
Payne

And
Nita Baugh

HEAD START STAFF — Staff members employ
ed by the Head Start
program are, first row, from left, Sharon Barrett,
Social Services and Parent
Involvement coordinator; Carolyn Rollins, home
visitor; Judy Whitten,
director; Shirley Parrish, secretary; Doretha
Stubblefield, health coordinator, Yvonne Catlett, home visitor. Second
row, Renee Linn,„teacher,
Sarah Barnett, home visitor; Pam Rodgers, teacher
Ann Perry, teacher and
home-besed supervisor; James Payne, bus driver
and classroom aide;
Shirley Lane,food services; Ida Perry, teacher's
assistant.
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servations

Rides Mechanical Machine In Bar
sy "chli Hart

;-(

Gov. John Young Brown
Jr and I have never met but
from the news of him since
his inauguration. I have
come to admire hini. I like
his photographs, too.
He first gained ins
respect recently when his
'ormer wife, Ellie, was attacked, bound in her home,
and robbed. The reporters
said that he was in Louisville
when he got the news, and in
his helicopter went to her
rescue The three guilty men
were caught and the items
stolen were recovered. He
increased the number of
guards for her home to ward
iff further danger to her and
their children. Ellie has
remarried since, but I am
convinced that the governor
still has a watchful eye over
her and the children.
His wife, Phyllis, seems to
be understanding of the
situation and helpful. It
would be nice to talk with her
since she was a teacher
before she became Miss
America and the governor's

wife. In my files there is a
letter she wrote in her own
handwriting, to me before
the governor was elected.
She stated her belief 111 his
aims and his special interests in education.
Her prediction is coining
true, according to the
Frankfort releases. In a
news conference Wednesday
he said his conmutment to
increase teacher salaries
was being met despite the
deteriorating economy . And
to show that he could identify
with us of lesser wealth, he
said the state was getting out
of the airplane business and
was selling the Sikorsky. the
big plane that has so colorfully transported him and his
wife. "I think the governor
needs to lead by example,"
he said.
To finance the teacher
raise, he is selling four other
state planes that will reduce
the plane crop from 11 to two
small Cessnas and two
helicopters. "How will I
travel? A whole lot lesfs'and a

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
5 Luteclum
1 Pronoun
symbol
Answer to Monday's Paulo
4 Assumed
6 Federal agcy
PAW SPAIN NAP
name
7 Ptlaster
DU MUM DU A
9 High moon8 Smart
Inn
OM= ODOM
9 Everyone
12 Moham10 Robert E DODO LIU
rnedan name 11 Cushion
0017 DUO 01120
13 Scorched
16 Time periods
OD 020000130
14 Meadow
18 Italian [con
A
El CUM 1300
15 Rescues
20 Cocatnces
ODUOUGUO MU ft
17(heeled
22 Conductor's
iuu COU UUD
19 War god
stock
OD QUM
21 Southern
23 Make
MUM MOM
blackbird
amends
CC
MUM 101:1
22 Poise
24 Growing out
25 Embrace
ol
29 Near
26 Man s name
30 Meager
27 Israeli desert 44 Lounges
52 Man's nick32 A continent ,28 Fright
about
name
33 Small child
31 Despots
46 Abounds
53 River Sp
35 Wipe out
34 Raul
48 Transaction 55 Speck
37 Girl s narne
36 Misstons
50 Chinese
56 Declare
38 Siberian river 39 Bed's home
pagoda
59 Ice hocke
40 Begin
41 Story
51 Gra n beard
pos
42 Three-toed
S • 7 I
• 10 11
sloth
43 Stair post
45 Unpredictable
17
47 Turl
20
21
49 Venchtion
50 Gossop
24
2s
5.4 Wants
38
31
22
57 Reverence
58 Scottish
ss
se
37
landowner
60 Entonct bed
IC
38
41
42
61 Conninction
44
46
IS
62 Retards
63 Pigpen
DOWN
1 Possesses
2 Guldo s high
note
3 Competitor
4 Lack

47

YES MA'AM? YOU WANT
ME TO READ W TERM
PAPER TO THE CLASS?

48

se

SI

/WELL,I MAY' HAVE A
LITTLE DIFFICULTY
READING IT..,

AP
.

lot slower We've made the
governor's job so unattractive, I doubt if anybody
would want it
•'Tlse way things are going, by the last of my term
I'll be down to one
secretary...and I'll answer
my own phone. I've just got
Phyllis left.
Another reason 1 like him
- he admits mistakes, according to a recent incident
when he openly said, "I'ni
wrong." He's young, too, and
doesn't seem to think he
knows everything.
"If you can keep your shirt
on while you're getting
something off your chest,
you are a diploinat." Copied

Frances Drake= _
_
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18,1981
What kind of day will tomorBe discreet in behavior
row be? To find out what the Gossips abound. Pay no attenstars say, read the forecast tion to rumors. Midday is the
given for your birth Sign.
best time for action, but keep
a low profile.

_

neeP

412,A

I 5A10 I MAY HAVE
A LITTLE DIFFICULTY
READIN6 IT !!
-N-1
1)0
•

11•1111..••=m-.

till4E-W! I THOUGHT NOW 'A% CAN
THE MAJOR WOULD TAKE THE ICE
NEVER LEA E!
CREAM BAR
OUT OF YOUR
DRAWER

FORGOT
ABOUT IT.'

TWO MEN
,SERE gauTALI.V
AT TACKE17 AMP
RO9E1E17 IN
DEEP JUNGLE..
MEARER5 OF
OSANGI PEARL5,
Tr Z GOLO.

PHOOEY-- IT
TASTES
AWFUL

/ ITS ALL
OVER MY
DUTY
ROSTER!

A LOCAL GA NG5TER,
GOO,DIRECTED THE
CRIME& , RECEIVED THE

570LEN 000D5.

operator he wanted to try it
at a faster speed Broda was
flipped off and landed head
first on mattresses placed
around the bull.
Broda's hands had not shot
out to break the fall.
His neck was broken at the
second and fifth vertebrae,
according to Dr. Thomas A.
Kelley, director of
Louisville's Institute of
Physical Medicine and
Rehabilation, in a story
published Monday in the
Louisville Courier-Journal,
Broda, 21, can't do more
than shrug his shoulders and
move his head. Doctors hope
that he will regain movement in his upper-arm
muscles.
Since the accident on Feb.
13 Broda has undergone
operations to fuse his spine
and install a pacemaker in
his chest because spinalcord injuries affect the sympathetic nervous system that
controls the heart beat.
He has also been bothered
by intermittent fever,
respiratory problems and
urinary-tract infections.
Broda's weight has dropped
from 185 to 154 pounds.
It is believed that Harry
Broda is the first person in
the nation to be paralyzed in
an accident on hinechanical
bull.
The mechanical-bull fad
began last summer at
Gilley's Club in Pasadena,
Texas. The Gilley's bull has
been ridden almost 150,000
times, but no injury has been
as serious as the one that
Broda sustained.
Jerry Wilrich, secretarytreasurer of the Bronco

Jimmy Skaggs, manager
of the Urban Cowboy, said
customers usually complain
of bruises on the insides of
their legs.
Doctors who have bten
treating Broda can't
understand why there has to
be mechanical bulls.
"There are enough
dangers in the world," said
Dr. Barry Smith. "Why do
we need something like
this?"
Dr. Kelley said,"Anybody
with alcohol in his body is absolutely crazy to climb onto
one of those things."
And Broda agrees with
them.
"They ought to outlaw all
of them. But they could take
that bull out, and I'd still be
there," he said.
Big Sid has since been
taken out of the Urban
Cowboy.

* At The Movies -A

15. Article

Notice

Shop, the company that,
manufactured the Gilley
JAMES'
bull, said he has never heard
ANTIQUES
of such a serious injury front Custom Stripping end
any of his customers. He Rep•iting
•nil
said his company has sold
Refinishing. Custom
420 mechanical bulls.
Cabinets end Woodworking. No dipping
And Dr. A.M. Bowen, adHwy. 611 South
ministrator of the National
Spinal Cord Data Reseach
492-8850
Center in Phoenix, said the
We Buy
and Sell
center's 14 affliated facilities
have never reported an injury like Broda's.
Hospitals in Louisville
FOR RENT
have reported various inSeek
Gilson Power Bolt Log
juries from the city's two
plitter by day or job.
bulls. They include broken
Operator mailable. Al
bones, split pelvises,
hardwood
storevrood
sprains, crushed testicles,
or side $25.00 per
gynecological injuries in
.Call 7 5 3-11135 I
women and a punctured
lung.

SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
f4;i5
.
‘
Relations with friends are iffy. It will be hard to reach a
mutually satisfactory time for
meeting. Watch nighttime
friction.
SAGITTARRIS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Friends and farnilly compete
for your attention. A noontime
business meeting is promising, but leave well enough
alone. Don't press_
CAPRICORN
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
Advice on personal matters
is liable to be faulty, yet a
(Rovl•ws 01 Current Movies At Murray Th•afrds)
trusted adviser helps you out
By KENT FORRESTER
in a business matter. Avoid
dubious schemes.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Watch arguments involving
joint assets. Seek an impartial
judgment from an expert. Cut
down on expenditures after
I think I'm supposed to York slums.
business hours.
PISCES
make clucking sounds of
Casting Paul Newman as
)(CZ
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
disapproval when I review Murphy, a South Bronx cop,
It's give-and-take in close horror movies. Any
right- was the movie's first
relationships now. Don't bring
up unpleasant topics from the minded person, as we all mistake. It's not that
past. Do your best to get along know, should view with Newman isn't a pretty fair
alarm and note with dismay actor, and he tries very hard
with others.
the corrupting effects that to look street tough and
YOU BORN TODAY are blood and gore films are hav- lower middle-class Irish. But
both artistic and scientific. ing on our Tender Youth. it just doesn't come off. We
You have administrative ability and are often found in (Tender youth, good enough know Newman too intimately as the blue-eyed
public service. Politics, law to eat, heh! heh!)
But I just can't bring Hollywood star who races
and religion are some of the
fields in which you'll find myself, my darlings heh! expensive cars off duty.
fulfillment.
heh! 1, to cluck. Remember Walking down those mean
the great comic book streets of the South Bronx,
crusade of the early 1950's? I Newman looks as out 'of
/ HOWEVER,I'LL SEE
was one of its pagan victims. place as President Curris
WHAT I CAN
I was savoring each would at a pep rally for the
REMEMBER,.
delicious issue of The Vault Board of Regents. Movies
of Horror and Tales from the that aspire to gritty realism
Crypt when a bunch of do- should cast unfamiliar faces
gooder parents larded by a - or actors like Robert De
few
dour
child Niro who can disappear into
psychologists forced into their roles.
existence the infamous ComAt least the background
ic Book Code, which put my looks authentic. It is a
swarm with pimps and
favorites out of business.
So even now, all grown up, whores, the walk-up apartI refuse to cluck at horror ments are filthy and
movies. After all, I grew up cramped, and the streets
with horror comics and they' look like photographs of
had no effect on ms. ( Heh! Dresden after it was
Heh!
firebombed. However, the
Which brings me to The director might as well have
Funhouse, made by the used painted backdrops: his
same people who gave us movie remains an outsider
that classic of the genre, The looking at, instead I if into,
the South Bronx. The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
Funhouse has a lot of characters are just as superNOW
things going for it. For one ficiall}r drawn. They,are litWHATT
thing, it's an 8 on a fright tle more than the :ticks"
scale of 10. (Unfortunately, given to them by the screenit's a 6 of 10 on a horror writer.
But the basic problem with
movie quality scale.) For
another, it has the ugliest Fort Apache is its timidity.
maniac in horror film It takes no chances in its
history. Remember those script, its acting, its
ugly things in 1960's The cinematography. I should
Slime People? Forget 'em. have anticipated that timidiThis thing that prowls the ty when I read the diffident
fun house has a face that message which prefaces the
looks like it's made of grey film. There we are informed
that there are some decent
(F
.LA11.
„4„.
G
.7_117
.
47
:
9 worms. and it drools like a
cow. Funhouse also has the people living in the South
:!'4025
most spectacular climax in Bronx but the movie doesn't
horror film history. And deal with them because it is
filially, the six victims are a cop movie. Really. Do we
done in with a touch of style really need these condescenin Six different ways: hang- ding announcements that tell
ing, impaling, strangling, us, in effect, that films aren't
clawing, squashing and stab- life?
biog.
In my zeal to find out what
Besides, if they do away went wrong with Fort
3-11 with horror movies, our kids Apache, I have probably ex.
will have to go back to aggerated its flaws. It's just
reading fairy tales, where a shame it isn't better.
Both Funhouse and Fort
cannibalisti% witches are
burned alive, where giants Apache are rated R.
use the bones of Englishmen Funhouse is remarkably
to grind their bread, and restrained for its genre.
where man-eating wolves anyway I in graphic gore. It
have their bellies slit open to does contain, however, upfree little girls in red. Heh! per female nudity and rough
language. Fort Apache conHeh!
If you have a taste for tains scenes of suggestive
more pedestrian horror, you behavior by a prostitute, exmight try Fort Apr che, the plicit violence ( including a
Bronx, a so-so cop movie set razor blade murder 1, and
in the shambles of the New roughtanguage.

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Nerves could affect work
performance. By midday
you're in a more settled frame
of mind. Seek equilibrium
rather than large gaffis.
TAURUS
) Apr. 20 to May 20)
Friends are erratic in making plans. Enjoy lunch with a
co-worker. Possible strain
with a close friend later. Be
cooperative.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 201
Conflicting interests mar
the day. Noontime is best for
family meetings. A child could
act up later. Business and
pleasure don't mix.
CANCER
'June 21 toJuly 22) 00
Misunderstandings are
possible now. A family
member has good advice, yet
you may not want to do things
exactly that way.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 221
You'll need to watch expenses now. Midday is the best
time for financial talks.
Romantic innuendo marks an
evening conversation.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Don't insist on getting your
way now. Obstacles may interfere with your plans. A
financial matter is resolved to
your satisfaction.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22

ri)

I'LL MAKE
SOME SOUP-THAT'S GOOD
FOR A COLD

LOUISVILLE,Ky. API -Last month Harry Broda
went to the Urban Cowboy
Bar to have a few beers and
ride "Big Sid," the
mechanical bull.
After drinking three 12ounce beers, Broda paid the
$1 riding fee and signed a
document without reading it.
The document was a
waiver that released the club
from injuries incurred while
riding Big Sid, a hydraulic
contraption that can be
made to buck with increasing force, depending on how
it is set.
Broda's first ride at a slow
speed was successful; he
wasn't bucked off. He tried it
again at the intermediate
speed and was thrown off.
And then he climbed back
on Big Sid arid told the

• Your Individual
Horoscope

((

7
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CLASSIFIED ADS!

Man Breaks Neck On Bull

What I Like
About Our Governor

l

Bible Facts Free Store to
the needy 759-4600
Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 75 3-8 786 or
753-5699.
BIBLE CALL
The Home: Reimansibilities of Husbands
- 759-1441. Bible Story
-759-1415.

Clayton's
& B Music,
closed Thursday. March
18th for final inventory
mark down. Big reductions
on T V.'s. pianos, and
organs, begins March 19th.
Service call 753-5191.
Copy and restorotton 01
old photographs
West Kentucky's hnest

Carter Studio
304 Main

753 8298

Funhouse,Fort Apache
Horror And Realism

Like new I
stereo. 8-trac
and speakers
Craig AM-FN
track, turn
speakers. $50
coffee table, 1
8465

Notice of apprenticeship
opportunity The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the Elec
trical Industry will accept
applications to. appren
ticeship beginning April 20
1981 through May 1 1981
from 8 AM to 430 PM
Monday through Friday, at
the I BE W Hall 4516
Clarks
River
Road
Paducah KY All applications must be completed by
May I. 1981 to be considered for this year s class

Mattress and
square trur
freezer, 2 t
snare drum at
luggage Cal
after 530 pm
Oregan chain
3/8" pitch f
$7 99. for 20'
Wallin Hardwar
Snapper mow
28", 30" or
each
Wallin
Paris.

All applicants must hilly
meet
following
the
minimum qualifications to
qualify for an interview. 1)
Age- Must be at least 18
years of age 2) EducationHigh school graduate, one
year algebra, transcript required. 3) Aptitude Test- SUR at the Employment Office. 41 Physical Condition
If selected, will be required
to take a physical before
starting work.

Sears washer
Whirlpool rehi
window air-cor
hp Case mower
Several largi
wheels, 1" c
beld driven
assorted scrap
753-8964 after

Each applicant who meets
all basic requirements will
be interviewed by the Committee, The interviewers
will consider reliability, interest. attitude, lodgement,
cooperativeness, as well as
other personal traits.

16.Home Fl

Commodes. wt
143.99. Walla
Paris.
144: Cubic too
point.
t
refrigerator $1!
9280 after 530
15.1 Cubic foot
753-9269 after
For sale' Corftpli
suite, good
$150. Call aftei
4392.
For sale: Aquagl
and shower enc
hardware. Exce
tion. 759-1392.
Sears mini clo
Call 435-4487.
Tweed sofa and
shape. $160. 75

All applications will be
received without regards to
race, color, religion, national origin or sex.
Each applicant must meet
all basic requirements to be
eligible for interviews Apprentices will be selected
in order of their ranking
resulting from rating of interviewers.
Needed Beautician Call
for interview. Kut N Kurt
Beauty Shop. 753-1682.
PART TIME SECRETARY to
become full time in 2-5
months Prefer above 30
years old. Apply in person,
8 AM til noon. Thursday,
March 19th at Kentucky
Candy Company, Almo
Woman to do house cleaning, 2 days a week, have
transportation, references
required. Call 753-7287
before 5 pm

17. Vacuum

Electrolux Salei
vice. Tony h1
753-6760.

19. Farm Eq

For sale.
1
Chalmers F-2 coi
soy bean speci
Tires, 13' he
conditioner,
diesel. 1975
Ferguson 1085 t
front mdunt s
pump and contr
7' chisel plow
hiker. M.F. no. E
plow, 4 bottoms
guage wheel. All
in excellent con
527-7044 after 5
1977 265 Masse
Diesel with 2
plow, disc, and
Call 489-2110.
Tillers, 5 hp. cl
Boggs & Stratto
$239.99. Wallin
Paris.

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984

9. Situation Wanted
Handy man will do odd lobs
around house or shop Call
753-3058

6. Help Wanted
Experienced mechanic. Call
753-8266 or after 5 pm,
753-6219
Friendly Home Toy Parties
COW in our 26th year, is expanding and has openings
tor managers and dealers
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed toys
and gifts. No cash investment, no collecting. delivering. Car and phone
necessary Call collect.
Carol Da_y 518-489-8395.
Help wanted, male or
female salesperson. Lincoln
Income Life is a growth
company looking for someone who is capable of
matching this growth. Promotions available but optional. Liberal stafting compensation with' no limits on
future earnings Good fringe benefits like, free life
insurance, free health insurance. free retirement
program good disability
program, paid vacation and
sick leave Must have a
minimum
high school
education and be 21 years
of age or older Murray area
available Phone Paducah.
444-6967
'AO-noo to $50,000 per
year. National company
looking
looking
for
distributors in 18 Kentucky
counties. Part time or full
time. Call 1-800-238-5329.
Needed 3 ladies to
demonstrate Stanley home
products or Semplise
cosmetics
We train.
Average earning 15-20 per
hour For interview send
phone number to D Cadet.
1901 B Wiswell Rd.. Murray. KY.

Will break and disc
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144
Will do house cleaning
Referances offered Call
436-2292
Will mow yards and other
work 753-2220
Will break and disc
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144

Wheelbarrows
$29.99.$42 99
Wallin Hardware

20.-1-1ii-rts

10. Bus Opportunity

The Pistol Peoph
a feeling of secui
variety, lowest I
registration or n
Kentucky. Cou
Store, 9 miles
Hopkinsville IUI
164-117. Hours 8
12-5,(502)885-5

Business for sale Established Ladies Speciality Shop
University town 2.500 sq
ft building Call 901-8853502 or 901-587-2631 for
appointment and more information

14. Want To Buy
Buy or lease air-cured
tobacco base Call 4354141
Goats Call 753-8891 before
430 pm. or 767-2939 after
4 30.
Want to buy Used card
table Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy funk cars. Call
474-8838

15. Articles For Sale
For sale 15 used trusses,
42' long Call 753-3712 or
753-7566 after 7 pm.
For sale 45 piece set of
Franciscan-Madena
with
extra pieces Dish set still
in stock Also 12 smoked,
Fostoria short stemmed
glasses Call 753-2568
For sale Ladies good name
brand clothes Dresses,
suits, pants, skirts, shorts,
tops Sizes 6 8, 10. and 12
Shoes size 7-7'1 narrow
Also size 3 and 4 Toddler
little boys clothes Call 753
3064 after 430

22. Musical
Hitachi stereo
deck. Sound S4
stereo amplifier.
AIWA speakers.
rolling table Vh
for $450. Will sell
I matching set for
! 753-6331.
New and used
piano and organi
Piano Co.. across
Post Office, Pans.
Peavey electric g
built in Phase Ar
' after 5 pm, 437-4.
Repossessed piani
due or low mor
ment. Leach's N
T.V., your authonz
Organ and Pian
Phone(901)6424

I

Now

AP
Marti

FREE

FREE
SPRING BRUSH PICKUP

THE CITY OF MURRAY STREET DEPARTMENT WILL
BEGIN BRUSH PICKUP MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1981.
PICKUP WILL BEGIN ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE CITY
AND THE CITY AND THE ENTIRE CITY WILL BE COVERED
TWICE. PLEASE PLACE BRUSH, TREE TRIMMINGS, ETC.
CURBSIDE. DO NOT CALL IN - SERVICE WILL BE
PROVIDED TO YOUR AREA AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
MELVIN B. HENLEY
MAYOR

1, 2 and 3
bandicappe

The

...../ortatell-weeta .

•
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15. Arbcles For-U-Te 23. Exterminating
like new Craig AM FM
stereo. 8-track, turn table
and speakers $125 Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo 8
track, turn table and
speakers, $50 Also a small
coffee table $10 Call 7538465
Mattress and box springs
square trunk, upright
freezer. 2 brass lamps.
snare drum with stand, odd
luggage Call 753-2765
after 530 pm
Oregan chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
$199,for 20" bar $899
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Snapper mowr blades 26-,
28", 30" or 33". $599
each Wallin Hardware
Paris

30X Ei

32. Apts. orf1

43. Real Estate

Apartment for rent close to
University, $79 per month
Call 753-9138 or 753-5292
Duplex for rent all kitchen
appliances central heat
and air Call 753-8146 or
753-2437

46. Homes For Sale 51.Cenipe3

53:Services Offered

Three DeO(00(11 brick one 1977 Wheeler popu
block from University large camper Days call 753-4112
kitchen family room with or atter 6 pm. 753-7795
lots of cabinets, utility
Lart,r Stud
room with washer-dryer 52. Boats and Motors
753-1222 hookup
aluminum storm 22 Ft sailboat. 502-554
doors and storm windows
i090 after 4 pm.
K K SW* Itemail. Do
insulation in walls and cedFor rent 2 bedroom apart
SPACE
16'
Fiberglass boat, 70 hp you need stumps removed
ing
invents at Embassey 753
Firm cash price in
WITH GRACE
Johnson, and trailer 435- from your faid Of land
3530 or 153-4331 after 5
Light up your life with &40 s or can be financed 4490
dewed of stumps/ We can
pm
this 5 bedroom home for qualified buyer For ap24. Miscellaneous
in Canterbury Estates, pointment phone 753-5791 .144 Foot Semi-V stainless remove stumps up to 24
For rent One duplex apartsteel fishing boat and below the ground leaving
Firewood, cut any length
Over 3000 sq. ft. of liv- or 753-2649
ment on Monroe. 2
trailer, $350 489-2440 Jnly sawdust and chips
mostly oak and hickory, $20 bedrooms, carport, utility
ing area in this roomy 47. Motorcycles
Call for free estimate Bob
after 5 pm
delivered 489-2492 or 753- room, stove and refrigerator
family home. Living 1980 Honda Express
Kemp 435-4343 Of Bob
II,
4157.
furnished Call 753-5400
room, large eat-in kit- lest offer Phone 759- 14' Polarluatt Jon cushion Kemp, Jr 435-4319
seats lights. Moody trailer
Purple Martin houses 6 For rent 2 bedroom apart
chen, den with 1158
18 hp Evinrude. trolling Licensed electrician and
room $2499, 12 room
fireplace, 19'x17'
ment, stove and refrigerator "Affirmative action on a tax cut Is
1980 Honda CB 200 Call motor 753-0900
gas installation heating in
$3699, 18 room $49.99, furnished Call 753-6546
game room, storage
always
436-2139
or 759-4482
slow and If Congress has
and repairs Call
24 room $5999 Wallin after 1.30 pm.
53. Services Offered stallahon
galore, and large con753-7203
Hardware Paris
anything to say, it will get slower."
crete backyard patio 1981 Honda ATC 110 with ALCOA ALUMINUM
For rent Extremely nice 2
SIDING
for those summer header Purchased February Of vinyl siding and trim MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
Pool table, in excellent con- bedroom apartment, fully
.-Real Estate
43. Real Estate
cookouts. Offered well 15. 1981 Call 1539880
Sears washer and dryer, dition. Three sticks and set furnished, washer and dryer 43Aluminum trim for brick underpinning roof s sealed
below replacement 48. Auto. Services
Whirlpool refrigerator, G.E. of balls included. $250. included. Coleman Real A Saving Home Gas heat
houses lack Glover 153- patio awnings and house
type roof's for mobile
makes it so economical
window air-conditioner. 12 Call 753-6331
cost. Reduced to Four mag wheels,
1873
Estate, 753-9898
fits Ponhomes 753-1873, Jack
hp Case mower. 436-5895_
$74,900. Phone 753- tiac or Chevy pickup Call
Remington 243 Winchester, One bedroom furnished These low energy bills will
Glover
make
for
a
quick
sale
1222.
of
Kopperud
Realty
scope
and case. $250. Ken- apartment, central heat
Several large grinding
753-3648 after 6 pm.
Export car and horns /feed work on your trees/
this home Come see for
for courteous, compewheels, 1" center hole more range, gold, $150: and air, low utilities. near
1ewis tapir.
49.
Used
Cars
iopping pruning, shaping,
tent
real
estate
serheld driven drill press: diamond wedding set, University, $120 per month Yourself ..3 bedrooms, 2
erno-mAJORS
WORLD Of SOUND
baths, study and den with
complete removal and
By owner 1980 Chevrolet
vice
assorted scrap iron Call white gold, ;275, Teac reel 753-1114.
ESTATE
REAL
back
to back fireplaces It
222S. 12165,,
more Call BOYER'S TREE
Citation, 4-speed, p.s., p.b.,
to reel, $350. Call after 5
LIVE AND
753-8964 after 5 Pm
1538080
753-5865
SERVICE
One bedroom furnished has a kitchen with island.
professional
a c.. purchased new
pm, 753-6910.
EARN
double
ovens, sewing
apartment, close to Univerfree e. 7for
Professional Services
16.Home Furnishings Used ice
Fight inflation with '0,000 miles. 753-6760.
machine
Friendly
Tiotchroom
With
The
all
this sitting on
sity. Call after 3 pm. 153Commodes. white A-grade, clearance
this brick duplex with 1978 Buick Skylark, 4-door. Bob's Home Improvement Professional painting
All types 502- 7418
shaded lot .Best of
HAVE YOUR
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, 554-5090
paneling
central gas heat and V6 engine, air-conditioned, Service Remodeling. pain- paperhanging
after 4 pm.
owner
all.
financing
CAKE AND
Paris.
One bedroom furnished available.
new tires. Excellent condi- ting. cement work, general Commercial or residential
central
electric
air.
Offered
by CENEAT IT
home maintenance and in- 20 years experience Free
Each side has two tion. $2995. 753-9872
144 Cubic foot, gold, Hot- 25. Business Services apartment, clost to Univer- TURY 21 Loretta lobs.
TOO!!!
spections Free estimates estimates' 759-1987
sity. Call after 3 pm. 753point,
bedrooms, large living 1976 Chevrolet, high
frost -free
Realtors ..753-1492.
753-4501
A sound investment
refrigerator $150 Call 753- HODGE'S TIUI SERVICE 8 7418
room and kitchen- mileage. extra clean, power
that will pay for
AM to 6 PM nights and See duplex to appreciate
9280 after 5 30 pm.
29 Acres of good
dining room combina- steering, brakes, windows. COLDWATER LAWN &
itself'! Modern brick
SHOP
Dellt-Ilp
IlimPles
extras! 1906 Greenbrier
producing form land
tion. Enjoy owning locks. $2000 Can be seen GARDEN
15.1 Cubic foot box freezer, Saturdays by appointment
duplex - 4 rooms,
Lawnmowers. Roto-tilleis
Mel
All
759-1425
nerk
Road, 2 Bedrooms, furnishwith nice 3 bedroom
your own home and let at 1510 Sycamore.
753-9269 alter 5 pm
bath,
modern
gworemeed
kitchen
saws,
chain
expertly
ed kitchen, carpet. storage, ranch style home.
one side help pay your 1959 Corvette, convertible.
26.
1V-Ra
dio
appliances,
For sale Corliplete bedroom
with
cenrepaired
751-1851
Ca*
Pickup
and
or
washer and dryer hookups, Priced reasonable
mortgage. Priced in 4-speed a real classic. red.
suite
good condition Assume monthly payment deck overlooking wooded
tral heat and central
delivery available 489
753-6581.
the mid $40's. Contact A very sharp car' Firm
S.
$150 Call after 300.435- on a new Magnavox t.v., lot, deposit. lease $250 a
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM
air each side. Good
Kopperud
753-11190
Realty, 711 price. $9300 Please no tire
paying only $7.96 down
4392
;55,000.00.
location.
SUNBIRD
AIRLINES Daily
month. 753-5791 or 753Concrete
block,
and
brick
Main,753-1222.
kickers See Bob Cook.
•
YOU'LL FEEL
For sale. Aquaglass bathtub Leach's Music & TV., in the 2649 for appointment
work.
Basements, commuter flights between
Hazel.
urn -Adams
shopping.
RI 41 ISTAII
AT HOME
and shower enclosure with
driveways
storm cellars, Murray and Nashville Call
AFFORDABL
E
FOUR
bedroom
Two
duplex, apcenter, Paris, TN.
LIII0fEltit MANAGEMENT
1974 Datsun 260-Z. good porches 20 years ex- 489-2199
When you first walk
hardware. Excellent condiBEDROOM
HOME
on
extra
pliances
furnished,
19 inch portable color t v
in! There's a warm,
tion 759-1392
large lot close to everything. condition, $3150. Call 437- perience. 753-5476.
Sharpen hand saws and
available April 1st Phone Office, home. or both. ProCall 436-2139 or 759-4482
cozy atmosphere in
You get alot of interior 4692.
753-9400
Sears mini clothes dryer
Carpenter Service New skill saw blades Call 753perty zoned business. Good
this extra nice roomy
room in this well con- For sale 1977 Thunderbird, homes
4656
Call 435-4487
remodeling
Two bedroom, unfurnished, location. Large lot. House
modern
27A1ehileFlome Sales garage,
home.
structed home with dry gray with maroon trim, cabinets decks anything Will do plumbing. heating,
in Murray, private newly decorated. Gas heat.
Tweed sofa and chair, good
Separate large
basement and big garage_ 55.000 miles. $3300. Call with wood quality work carpentry. and roofing
1968 Airliner. 1 bedroom, location
753References, Central air-conditioning.
shape. $160 753-8884
Priced unbelievably low nights or weekends. 753- Phone 753-0565
paneled den, big kit8x30, air-conditioner, good deposit, married couples. One car garage. Offered at a
2211.
plus possible owner financ- 0457.
17. Vacuum Cleaners condition $1700. 474- Call 492-8594 after 6 pm. reasonable price for this chen plus built-ins, ing
Carpentry and sheet rock Will haul driveway white
Ask for Wendy at Spann
dinette, 11
/
2 baths,
type of property, Ken
1977 Ford Mustang II finishing and spray acustic rock and Ag lime. also have
Electrolux Sales and Ser- 2370
Two bedroom furnished Shores,
Realty
Associates.
753and
central
heat
and
Inc.
1111
Light blue. new tires. mag ceilings Call 753-8895.
vice. Tony Montgomery, 1974 Double wide mobile apartment, available now
any type of brown or White
7724
air. 34 acre lot only
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
wheels, power steering and
home, 24x36, partially fur- 753-8298.
753-6760.
pea gravel Also do backhoe
Do
types
all
plumbing,
of
21
/
2
miles
753-7531.
from
MurItIOUT HAL TT , Mt.
brakes. air-conditioning,
nished or unfurnished All
work Call Roger Hudson,
19. Farm Equipment electric
large
or
small
work
all
jobs.
Ile Yeder. mem
• send, Me
ray.
Affordable
at
AM-FM stereo with factory
SUBDIVISIONS FINEST,
with baseboard 33. Rooms for Rent
753-4545 or 753-6763
*mu berm eed sears
For sale
1978 Allis electric heat. Very easily
8-track, digital clock. guarnanteed. 5 years exready to move into, ryt
. $41,500.
FARMS.*ONES
perience.
753-5360.
Warning!
Don't read this
Chalmers F-2 combine, corn heated $7500 Phone 1- Girls rooms for rent, one remodeling or cleaning tIr
tachometer.
Excellent runnBUSNIESSES
unless you're in need of
block from University. Call
soy bean special. R & C 354-6217
ing condition Spotless inWEST
LAKE AND IKREATIONA1
necessary See this '3
roofing, carpentry. or elec753-1812 or 753-6933.
Tires, 13' header, airterior $3150 Call 153PROPERTY
KENTUCKY
bedroom. 1 42 bath home on THIS
trical work New Of repair
IS
IT, Near
conditioner,
monitor, For sale: 1970 Cambridge
6331.
Listings 'modest! Offices
ASPHALT
extra
large
lot
Featuring
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
chur
diesel. 1975 Massey mobile home with 7' tilt 34. Houses For Rent large family room, large liv- schools Near
Cuffing and
Coast to Coast. Boyers For sale: 1973 Pontiac
ches Near grocery Low
753-9226 for free estimate,
sealinq
Ferguson 1085 tractor with out living room, large Country
Everywhere. Catalina, extra clean, slightfrom
ing
Estate.
room,
4
fireplace.
maintenance bills Gas
753 8163
front mdunt spray tank, 12x24 factory add on bedrooms, 3 bath home sundeck and fenced
"Frew- Catalog.
yard_ heat Fireplace 3
ly damaged in front, will
pump and controls. Athens bedroom, 142 baths, central located on 14 acres. Heat Owner leaning town,
Redecorate Nowt
STROUT
REALTY
Price
whole
sell
car
or
parts.
Can
and
heat
air,
fully carpeted,
bedrooms Price' Low
7' chisel plow with hitch
lee I Imre MM.
pump plus wood heat. Col- reduced to sell now. OR 130's
Interior &
be seen at Hutson Auto Fence sales at Sears now.
Give us a call today
I212
hiker. M.F. no. 82 breaking approximately 1080 sq. ft. eman Real Estate,
fa,*
IN
Call
Sears
7512310
for
753- LOOK AT THIS 3 bedroom, 2 at 753-1492 at CENTURY
Repair, South 3rd Street
Exterior Painting
Mow,If
plow. 4 bottoms, 16" with living space Call 753-2338. 9898.
tree
estimate
for
your
bath with
private 1 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
Extended.
Free Estimates!
753-0106
guage wheel_ All equipment 12x65 Kingswood, 2
needs
bedroom apartment All city
Emlfme
Call 435-4194
For sale Restored 1958
in excellent condition. Call bedroom, 1 42 bath. gas For rent: 2 bedroom house. Oldies but
no city taxes
1614 Calloway, Murray.
Buick Roadmaster. 436- FLOOR SANDING Staining
527-7044 after 5 pm.
For
sale
heat. Call 753-3163.
Approximately
Ps
19-ir
Private
patios and shady
and finishing Call 354492-8225.
2139 or 759-4482.
back yard add to your enjoy1977 265 Massey Ferguson 28. Mob. Home Rents
Wet basement' We make
6127
IMAM) acres good frontage lot Corner new 641 Highway and For sale. 1966 Ford
For rent: Nice 2 bedroom ment of this reasonably
Diesel with 275 hours,
wet basements dry. work
Union Hill Church Road. Fairlane, good, dependable Guttering by Sears. Sears completely guarenteed
plow, disc, and cultivator. 12x60 Mobile home, 2 brick house with garage on priced home Call Spann
Call
753-1222
Taking bids Call Ronnie, transportation. Also a moto continous gutters installed or write Morgan
bedrooms, fully furnished, Kentucky Lake. $175 mon- Realty Associates. 753Call 489-2110.
Conper your specifications Call
Bank of Benton. 527-8616, tiller. Call 753-2987
washer and dryer included. th. deposit required Call 7724.
Tillers. 5 hp, chain drive, Deposit required.
Sears 753-2310 for free struction Co Route 2. Box
Extension 82.
Coleman 492-8221 after 6 pm
409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
1973 MG Midget. converti- estimate
Briggs & Stratton engines Real Estate, 753-9898.
ACREAGE
Pvirdsan Thomas
or call day or night. 1-442Two bedroom brick house.
ble. $2000. Call 753-6017,
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
FOR SALE
Insurance
&
Heating,
refrigeration,
In
and
the
center
7026
of
it all!
downtown Hazel, character
Two bedroom trailer, near
after 5 pm 759-4443.
Paris.
Approximately 131
/
2
Rani East*
electrical repair
Bob's Yards
This nice 3 bedroom
Murray, no pets Call 489- and credit referencts remowed and trimmed
acres for sale only 5
1978 T-Bird Town Landau. Refrigeration
Wheelbarrows. $19.99. 2611.
SoatiosIsla Court Sq.
Service,
home located on
quired. No pets. 492-8575.
Free
loaded. small 88. good gas Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or Experienced
miles west of Murray
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99.
Men-a
y,
Kontecky
North 9th St. is conIwo bedroom, water furmileage, low mileage. Call 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. estimates. 492-8556
Wallin Hardware Paris,
on
the
Butterworth
753-1451
venient to downtown
nished. Highway 121 South. 37. Livestock-Supplies
753-7261
Road. Lovely setting
20.Sports Equipment $50
shopping, hospital
Insulation blown in by Yard work, odds jobs. paindeposit. $90 month. For sale Metal, 6 hole, calf Special Spring Sa el Fine
with 2 ponds, some
Sears, save on these high ting, cleaning, and hauling
and schools. ComThe Pistol People Invest in Call 753-5405.
feeder $25. Call 753-2878. acre estates located on KY
acreage in woods, and
heating and cooling bills. 759-1894
pletely renovated
a feeling of security, largest Two
1918 (Kirby Jennings Trail) some in pasture.
bedroom trailer, com- Dan Shipley.
74 Dodge Colt, good
Call
Sears, 753-2310 for 55. Feed And Seed
throughout.
variety, lowest priced, no pletely furnished,
An
exnear
lake
at Hamlin. KY
condition. excp.
very nice, REE MAR ARABIANS Book
Fresh on the marketfree estimate.
registration or red tape in $150 per
cellent home for
For sale Good red top hay.
month Call 753- your good mares for 1981 Sale priced from $4,900
clean, good gas
ideal
location.
Phone
Kentucky. Country Boy 8964 after
economical living or
3 years old, half mile west
with only 20% down paySuper Shell
AI'S
5 pm.
mileage,
$1850
or
breeding
season
753-1222,
Three
Kopperud
Store, 9 miles west of
a great investment
of Penny. Call 753-5196.
ment and balance over five
767-4441.
offer.
best
stallions
Usti,
753-6126.
4th
Street
Realty,
29.
Heating-Co
for
all
the inoling
Hopkinsville 'unction KY
for rental property.
years with 10% simple inMorris
56. Free Column
formation.
164-117 Hours 8-5, Sunday For sale Used central air- Rabbits for sale. Call 492- terest. Ken Shores,
Inc
Complete
Auto Male German
1973 Volkswagen, exASSUM ABLE
12-5,(502)885-5914
Shepherd 3
conditioning unit Also used 8205.
Dreamed of a home
1111 Sycamore. 753-0101
Repair. Free Labe with
cellent, $2000 1972 Buick
IR LOAN
years old needs good
Frigidare
or 753-7531
deluxe 38. Pets-Supplies
on the lake, but
22. Musical
oil
and
filter
change.
Skylark
needs paint job,
Economic, roomy
home Call 437-4817 after
refrigerator. Call 759-4024
couldn't afford it?
753-7896.
Hitachi stereo cassette
AKC Boxer at stud, proven
$550 Call 436-5869
Inmision. Developers, Dui
home with beige col5 30 pm
Well, now you can!
deck Sound solid state 30. Business Rental sire, Boxer
den'l walk is ass thls
puppies
ored vinyl siding,
50. Used Trucks
This like new 4
weep Idea for a&
stereo amplifier Pan of
available in April or May.
aluminum eaves, and
bedroom, 2 bath, 2
11:•Ising.
Ismaled
1953 Chevrolet pickup Can
•11
AIWA speakers Two-level
753-0347.
WWI
new roof. You can
Send
end
story home can easi- lee at 9th and Sycamore
rolling table Was bought
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Cissaisseinfty Crew)
Warehoeso
AKC German Shepherd pupreally be an energy
logs
need
IK
Oils
lithe,
ly be yours because it Tall 753-7737
for $450 Will sell complete
pies, 28 champions. 5
fighter because the
Storage Space
Dieno
Specializing in Senior Citizens
,
ware PrePrrl1
i7
has two complete
matching set for $195 Call
1974
Chevrolet Tandem'
generations
dieveleped sliesild mole 26Registered
central gas heat has a
Fey Real
separate
753-6331
housekeep'dump.
new tires. has gravel
A/ lets. Womb kronen
Open Hours
American Eskimo Spitz
new wood furnace as
ing
753-47.5$
apartments
finishes Ibis peed lowmffnmif
bed with grain door, Call
New and used Baldwin
puppies. 502-554-2153.
an auxiliary to the
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
whereas
Ma
you
Mr
fever,
Cell
can
Miley.
live
753-7261
piano and organs. Lonardo
_
main system. Price
AKC Registered Great Dane
in one and rent the
8-12
Piano Co . across from the Beauty shop for rent, fully
753-368
5
Shroat1976
Dodge
Van,
just
customiz
reduced
puppies.
$4000 to
excellent
equipped
Or
need
other. This gorgeous
• Post Office, Paris, TN
ed. 58.000 actual miles,
$30,000. Phone 753For Appointment
qualified hairdresser to bloodline. Call 753-3749
Waldrop
Mlle is located only
$2950 Call 1-354-6217.
Peavey electric guitar with take over established after 4 pm
1222. Kopperud Reala few steps from the
Real Estate
built in Phase Ampeg Call clientele Call 759-4937
ty, for all the informa1978 Ford F-150, p.s., p b..
Dog obedience classe AKC
water
edge
of
Ky.
lode MI Cooler 111-1717
' after 5 pm, 437-4341
tion.
ac. Call 759-4636
Office space for rent, 101 German Shepherds and
Lake on a super tree
Repossessed piano, balance South 12th. Call 753-6017. AKC Austrailian cattle dogs
shaded
1976 Fond 150 van. 6
lot in
due or low monthly payCall 436-2858
cylinder, standard. $1800
beautiful Panorama
32.
Apts.
For
Rent
/ ment. Leach's Music and
Call
after 5 pm 489-2823
Shores. Priced to
I TV your authorized Lowrey Apartments for rent near 40. Produce
sell!
1973
International truck
Organ and Piano dealer downtown Murray 753
van 22' 106 model good
4109
Phone 001)642-6463
Factory Diract - Coast to Coast
JONES
condition, price 12995 95
lost Quality IL Lowest Prices
Merray-Callo w ay
Call (901)642-7190 ask for
FRUIT STAND
Now Taking Applications
Professional Services - Easy Terms
Comely Ro•Ity
extension 45 or 37_
305 S. 1216
Tiessocos, poppet, egg
For
(502)753-3116
Reduced, 1971 Ford
pleat,
Phone:
641
612
Hwy.
S.
2281
Paris,
In.
753-3773
3045 I tifr St
asillfleor, breccia, bressol
pickup,
straight
shift.
435sprouts, Unice,
Oh ere eell *pm 6/
lAmmtv. Kg il3071
1
2 ins
Gabe
sots,
seed
4352.
petite's, bedding Omits,
oak, neether permitting.
1•••••••••• 434 54/0
Depteeds, sheds traes, frail
Tele& efenges, 11 I. hop/
Nee*.km 751 3711
trees, grape
51.
Campers
1
this,
145.64 bine 751 2455
roses, flowering shrubs,
Term pin grapefruit, 11 I6.
%LYN 11Werd 711 11/41
Arias.
Franklin camper trailer gas
eergreens, beesiplaits,
Mgr
Deride
vine
tips
Ilmemookm Meifm.
bouselsa boslists.
Northwood Dr., Murray.
y Mew violets, mei
tfoletem, lettlne, conimpe,
and electric refrigerator
711 9124
cocies.
red Mil peppers, rm1
555 A. ilemei-Sielme
and gas stove, airT.„ 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
Nero I 6. 7 dem e
iteei
.
cecimb•re,
coaditioning. gas heat.
HI 757.3404
jandicapped units.
ferrets,
terniti
meneb,
46.
Homes-For
sleeps 44362664
Sale
celery, Wear beet. leamens,
By owner 3 bedroom brick 1972 Winnebago motor
red iind yam,espies, cfmay,
tosty ISso.-fri. II sm.Is I p.w.
located at 522 South 6th home, completely selfmph,.de.
The Village, 641 North ,
St Low $30's Call 753- contained in excellent conlime Me swift imp
ow
Gomm
mem •eo. N Mem
8262.
V.. isn't beet ear mire. lin
dition Call 247-9939 after
502-437-4157
imeemooe Mom
beim feed Mumps. Wet,
Mem
5
pm
ea. oome Loop s
REDUCED.
OW1101 Will fiance at 10% interest.
For sale by owner 3
--ft.
Fowl Housong Opparturity
Ca1135-1276.
bedroom house near Al S U Walk-in camper Also boat
753-8955 for appointment
and trailer 753 8895
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HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER
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MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

Spring Planting Time
Azaleas $1.75
Fruit Trees $4.99
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FOR SALE

Hutchens
Plant Farm
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I Deaths and Funerals! Poorer Citizens May Be
Hurt By Proposed Cuts
Del Bassford Dies Funeral Held For
At Local Hospital
At The Age Of 53

B. L Winchester
The funeral for Buford L.
Windy Winchester of 706
Fairlane, Murray, was held
Monday at 11 a.m, at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Joe Pat Winchester
officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were J. R.
Hardin, Nick Furnish, Scott
Can-, Warren Winchester,
Roy Winchester, and
Leonard Winchester. Burial
was in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Winchester, 57, died
Saturday at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Pat Wilson Winchester;
two sons, Jack Tyler Winchester and David Scott Winchester; three sisters Mrs. Nick Furnish, Mrs.
James Hardin, and Mrs.
Scott Carr; three brothers Roy, Leonard, and Wan-en
Winchester.

By DIANA TAY WR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i API
- Many of the budget cuts
proposed in the Department
for Human Resources would
reduce benefits for Kentucky's poorest citizens.
corrung in the areas of
Medicaid and Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children.
DHR officials appeared
before a legislative subcommittee Monday, bringing
with them a long list of possible program cuts aimed at
making up a $27.9 million
deficit in the agency's
budget.
The $27 million which
Secretary Grady Stumbo
needs to cut from his department is in addition to a $2(

Adelbert Maurice Dell
Bassford Ill of Murray
Route 8 died today at 8:20
at the Murraya.m
Calloway County Hospital.
He was 53 years and had suffered from a heart condition.
He was retired from the
United Airlines, Chicago,
Ill., and had lived in
Calloway County since
January 1979. He was a
member of the Timothy
I.utheran Church, Chicago,
Ill., the Wranglers Riding
Club, and the Calloway
County Band Boosters Club.
Born Jan. 11, 1928, in
Chicago, Ill., he was the son
of Elaine Pickens Rassford,
who survives, and the late
Adelbert Maurice Bassford,
Jr.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Barbara Johnson
Bassford, to whom he was
Calloway County Sheriff's
married on Oct. 4, 1958; one
Office officials currently are
daughter, Miss Peggy Ann
conducting an investigation
Bassford, Murray Route 8;
on the theft of about $2,000
one son, Bert Bassford, Aptos, Cal.; his mother, Mrs. LOUISVILLE. Ky AP USDA - worth of tools from Trucks,
Elaine Bassford, Roselle, Estimated receipts cattle and calves Trailers and Buses, U.S. 641
1800; slaughter steers 50-100 lower,
Ill.; one granddaughter, generally 2.06-3.00 lower for two days South, a sheriff's spokesman
said.
trading. heifers 50 lower, cows 2.00Allison Bassford.
306 lower: bulls steady tot 00 lower.
The tools were taken from
The
Blalock-Coleman limited calves
and craters near
Funeral Home will be in steady; feeder steers and heifers 1.00,- the firm's body shop
charge of the arrangements. 2.00 lower; choice slaughter steers 935- sometime during the
1245 lb 58.10.61.03; good 1080-1325 lb
The family requests that 52.7556.75; few standard 1045 lb 47.00. weekend, the spokesman
expressions of sympathy choice slaughter heifers 895-1240 lb said.
57.75-61 40; commercial cows 40 00take the form of contribu- 44.00;
utility 39.75-44 00. few high
tions to the Special Educa- dressing 44 50-46.00. cuttler 37.01)42.50;
and cutter under 800 lb
canner
tion Department, Murray
Ile. en of blocks of is of knlerest at II
37.03-37.50; slaughter bulls grade 1-2
State University, c-o Larry 1395-1595 lb 55.0056.75. grade 2-3 1- ol lot al time today,furnished by First
1755 lb 4500-52.75; choice 210-300 lb of Sitcho4an Corp ,iii Murra
Marrs, Murray,Ky. 42071.

Sheriff's Office
To Investigate
T.T.B. Break-In

Livestock Market

Stock Market

Hog Market

•

FederalsState Market News Service
March 17.1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts, *MI Est. 600 Barrows 8/
Gilts .75 flower Sows steady 61 00
higher
US 1-2 210-240t
637.50-3900
US 2 210-250Itk,
$37.25-37.50
US 2-3 240-250 It.
P6.25-37.25
US 24250-370 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
$30.00-32.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
03150-3400
US 1-3450-506 lbs
$34 00-3600
US 1-3500-630 lbs. 036.0037 °Mew 38.00
US 2-3306-506 lbs.
$36.00-37 50
Boars 25.00-26.50

Accept Viso
Master Charge
layaways Available
We

vealers 7500-0000. choice 320 lb Industrial Average
+063
calves 62.00; feeder steers medium
frame 1 300-400 lb 66.5075.00 400600 lb
Air Products
45'. +
66.00-72 75, couple to 76.00; 5006013 lb
American Motors
unc
63 03-67 00; 600700 lb 61.50-64 70; 795Ashland
337.
906 lb 58.50-64 20; medium frame 2 300. American Telephone
52
.
. +.4
500 lb 62.00-66.00; 500-600 lb 58 60-6306; Chrysler
6 +
large frame 2 mostly Holsteins 500760 Ford Motor
M.
. +N.
lb 53.80-58 00, heifers medium frame I GAF13'. + .
1
34'4
300-400 lb 56 50-63.00, few to 65.50; 400- General Dynamic
52', 4,2
500 lb 56.00-63.50; 500-670 lb 56.26-62.00; General Motors
24
.
4
few 700-775 lb 55061-56.25. medium General Tire
Goodrich
27'. um
frame 2340-566 lb 4.00-56.50; 500-700 lb
Goodyear
+ii
19
50.00-56.00
36',
Gulf Chi
Hogs 800. barrows and gilts 25-50 Heublien
31'.
lower than Monday's early trade. in- IBM
64., 4'.
stances 1.00 lower compared to late Jerwo
24
.
.13 24'.A
trade; 1-2205-2S0 lb 3000-39.15, 2210- K-rnart
111',
260 lb 38.50-3810, 2-3235-206 lb 3700- Kuhn's Big K
No Trade
3255-320
Penwalt
3050;
lb 34.50-36.50; sows 1.00.
29.,
200 higher; 1-2 300-350 lb 3200-3306, Quaker oats
350400 lb 33.00-35.00, 4011-450 lb 35.00.- Texaco
W. 4'.
39'.
3700; 450-500 lb 37.00.38.50: 500-650 lb US Tobacco
24'AS 24'.6
38.50-39.50; boars over 300 lb 30.00- Wendy's
31 25, under 300 lb 26 50-2960
CE F Fund
II,75
Sheep 25; untested.

gly-11105

Baker House
Destroyed By
Fire Monday
Fire destroyed the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ninny Baker
and son, Chad, late Monday'
morning. The home was
located west of Hardin off
Highway 80.
Baker was home at the
time of the fire and reported
the fire started in the living
room of the home. A few
items were saved, but the
house and contents were
destroyed.
The family had moved into
the house last fall. They are
now residing in their mobile
home nearby. Mrs. Baker is
employed at the Murray
Ledger & Times. Chad is a
student at the Jonathan
Creek Elementary School.
Another fire in Calloway
County, not previously
reported, was that of the
house of Charles Rushing
near Almo Heights that occurred last Thursday morning. The home was
destroyed.

entirely an internal deficit in physician, dental, vision
and
DHR also includes the vices.
the Human Resources home-health services. Doing
bureaus for health services
Department.
There is no certauity yet
away with conunuruty menand social services: those as to which
"For the first time in Ken- tal health centers
of the programs,
was commissioners
also gave the if any, are going to be cut.
tucky's history, we've got to another proposal, this
one committee long
lists of areas The subcommittee is exmake a decision about could cut costs
by $2.6 where the
budget could be pected to meet within the
benefits- and where to million.
cut.
reduce them, Stumbo told a
next few weeks to decide on
Other proposals were to
Commissioner David Allen its recommendations, arid
subcommittee of the interim terminate the pharmacy
and of health services
had
36
sugAppropriations and Revenue primary-care
Sturnbo has said he has to
programs, gestions
which, combined, make the decisions by the
Committee.
reduce hospital coverage
could
save
$5
million
dunng end of April.
Stumbo said he could from 10 to seven
days and the next fiscal year.
Some of
eliminate $10 nullion to $14 eliminate
But the suggestion that
nonemergency them, such
as
terminating a cuts may be
million of the deficit by transportation
forthcoming in
.
state
contract with Our Lady
reducing personnel - he
social programs brought opStumbo did not appear in- of
Peace
Hospital in position
hopes through attrition - clined to make
from a number of
massive Louisville, were
part of the people who
and by cutting ad- Medicaid cuts, although
appeared before
he $20 million reduction
Brown the committee.
ministrative costs and described the program
as announced last
week.
travel.
"the Nemesis of my departPat Murrell of Community
Other suggestions includBut that still leaves a shor- ment." Despite
that, state ed ending or
reducing con- Coordinated Child Care of
tage of $13 to $17 million, and officials "may
not be tracts with
other hospitals Louisville expressed the conStumbo and his staff outlined prepared to bite that
tough a under the state's
perinatal cerns of many when she told
a number of options for the bullet," he
added.
care program. In that pro- the panel that "prevention is
committee to consider.
If Congress approves
gram,the state pays up to 75 the major issue."
The bulk of the deficit is in President Reagan's
pro- percent of the cost
of
two programs, Stumbo said, posals for federal
Cutting programs which
cuts in the neonatal
care at the provide care for children
AFDC and Medicaid.
program, the state will be
hospitals
and
also
helps
pay
will be more expensive in the
Both are within the Bureau faced with another
$30 transportation
costs. long run, she said, because
for Social Insurance, and million shortfall
on Oct. 1, Eliminating
it
would save the children eventually will
Commissioner Larry Huff- Stumbo said.
$2.9 million.
man had 20 "proposed opneed more costly help.
The department's proCommissioner Suzanne
tions"for cutting the amount posals foe cutting
"If a child is malnourishAFDC Turner detailed possible
cuts ed, you can't
of money spent there.
benefits included options of
go back five
in social services, including
Eliminating the medically reducing them by 7
percent a change in the foster-care years later and change it,"
needy from Medicaid for a $2.9 million
Ms. Murrell said.
savings or program that
would save
coverage led the list of those by 10 percent for a
$14.8 about $50,000.
Vivian Keightley of Kenoptions. Cutting out the pro- million savings.
The bureau also is con- tucky's Children A United
gram for some 57,000 KenDeleting a special AFDC sidering
a reduction or non- Concern described herself as
tuckians who are aged, blind allowance for child
care renewal of 11 contracts
to a "child advocate of 30
or disabled would save the when a mother is in
school save about $1.7 million, she years."
state some $17.6 million.
would save another $672,000,
"Many of the programs
Another $5.2 million could and ending the Emergency said. Those contracts are for
be saved through a 20 pee
,
. Assistance Program would such services as vocational now under attack served ass
education,
congregate
and
cent cut in Medicaid result in another
bridge" for people to become
$1.7 million in-home meals for the
elder- "productive, tax-paying
payments for outpatient, savings.
ly and maternity home ser- adults," she said.

PARE'
features as good as premium
mattresses thatcost much more!

Store Hours
7 a.m till 5.00 p.m
Monday thru Friday
7 a m 12 p m Saturday

Be! Air Decor
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

Paint Sale

million reduction announced
last week by Gov. John Y
Brown Jr.
The earlier figure was
DHR's contribution to making up the $185 indium
revenue shortfall expected
by state government during
the next fiscal year. The $27
million discussed Monday is

Instead of ordinary boa spring
coils, rugged torsion bars add
firmness extra years of total
set pencomoneo

/
1
4
HINGE ACTION
OFFSET COILS

Interior Sale

Unique design gives each
sleeper excellent support. Ends
rest-robbing roll-together:

Latex Flat Wall.... Reg. price $1 3.1 5 Sale $11°°
Latex Semi Gloss . Reg. Price 517.40 Sole 51 500
Quick & Easy Latex. Reg. Price $10.55 Sale $950
Prof. Formal Latex... Reg. Price $7.75 Sale $695
Prof. Formal Latex Enamel.. Reg. Price $12.95-

LUXURIOUS
COMFORT LEVEL
Layer on layer of premium
grade cushioning beneath rich
multi-quilt damask cover

Sale $ 11 00

MIMIC

Lensorstoss

SUPER DURABLE
TORSION BAR
FOUNDATION

Exterior Latex Our Best
Reg. Price $19.10 1300 Latex

Sale Price $1200

Wallpaper Sale
Stock Paper

11

$

00 Per Double

$800
Per Double

Carpet & Vinyl
Vinyl
Carpet Sale
Armstrong
Until March 31st
Congelumn
Plus Carpet $8$5 Sq. Yd,Save $200 Sq. Yd,
Sculphered Shag $8" yd. Save $2.00 yd.

Mannington
.,GAF
Starts $65° Sq. Yd. & Up

Free Measurements & Estimates
We Do Install

Close Out On Light Fixtures
Lot's
More
Not Shown
Cost & Below

aly
"Centennial"
for muchless!
Look what only $140 buys during our Sealy
100th birthday celebration! An exceptionally
high quality mattress - on sale now at our low
introductory price. We're convinced that never
again will $140 buy a mattress this well made!
Shop today and take advantage of this spectacular value opportunity.
F ull size to pc NOW $140/Queen size 2-pc set NOW
3350/King size 3-pc set NOW 3500,

Free
Delivery

71-4

IU _Ft Al I -11r ILJ

FULL SIZE EACH PIECE

753-4334

